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Abstract

The Livestock Feed Security Program is designed to insure

the winter feed requirements of cows, buIIs, steers, he.i-fers,

slreep, goats, bison, stallions and pregnant mares . Unl-ike

individual yield insurance programs, insurance indemnities in

the Livestock Feed Security Program, are calcul-ated using

representative hay yj-elds in an area.

The theoretical case for insurance (the basís for a

mutually beneficial contract between the insurer and the

insured) rests on the ability of an insurance company to

reduce producer uncertainty. To be an effective means of

reducing uncertainty, the payments made under an insurance

program must be reasonabJ-y correlated with changes in the

producerrs income stream. Vtith an area yield insurance

program, like the Livestock Feed Security Program, the

correlation of the palments made by the proqram with changes

in the producerrs income stream could be a major obstacl-e to

its widespread adoption.

Payments by the Livestock Feed Security Program between

L984 and 19BB hrere simulated and were compared with índividual
yield insurance payments cal-culated from long term average

yields borrowed from the Cultivated Foraqe Insurance Program.

The correspondence of the payments made by an area yield

insurance program with producer l-osses uras measured, and

stochastic dominance criteria hrere used to test v¡hether a

l_



preference for an individual yield insurance program could be

establj-shed over an area yíeId insurance program for a risk
averse producer.

If the years between 1"984 and l-988 are treated as one

periodr êD individual yield j-nsurance program that offers
similar coverage levels to an area yield insurance program

appears preferable, on the basís of stochastj-c dominance

tests, to an area yield insurance program.

l_ l_
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The Livestock Feed Securj-ty Programl is designed to
insure the winter feed requirements of cows, buIls, steers,

heifers, sheep, goats, bison, stallions and pregnant mares,

and is what will be called an area yield insurance program.

Unlike individual yield insurance programs, insurance

indemnities in the Livestock Feed Security Program, are

calculated by measuring the hay yiel-ds from selected
rrrepresentativerr fields in an area. These yields are averaged

and compared to a long term average yield. If these seLected

yields fall- below the arears long term average yie1d,

indemnities are paid to each of the participating livestock
producers in the area, regiardless of their own hay yields.

Chapter 13 Introduction

1.1 Economic Problem

The attraction of an area yield insurance program are the

potential advantages an area yield insurance program may have

over an individual yíeId insurance program. One of the

significant advantages of an area yield insurance program is

t Th" Livestock Feed Security Program \¡/as introduced in !g84
in seven municipalities. Fifteen municipalities were added a year
l-ater. fn 19A6, the program hras of fered in every Manitoba
municipality.

Similar programs r¡¡ere created in Alberta, Saskatchewan and.
Ontario. In Alberta, Saskatchewan and Ontario computer based.
simulations of hay yields have been used to determine payments.
Rainfall, temperatures and other meterological data are used to
generate a rrrepresentativerr yield.

1_



the reduced potential for program abuse in an area yield
insurance program compared to the potential for program abuse

in an individual insurance program. Administrative costs may

be lower as well-. Lohrer administrative costs and savings from

reduced program abuse coul-d allow higher coverage level-s

(Miranda Ii-991-], Bardsley et al ti-9841).

However, a significant problem for an area yield
insurance program is a possible lack of correspondence between

the payments made by the program and producer losses.

Circumstantial evidence that a lack of correspondence between

the payments made by the program and producer l-osses was a

problem for the Livestock Feed Security program is presented

be1ow.

1.1.1 Evidence of Problems

Before the Livestock Feed Security program was developed,

programs to stabilize producer returns and to prevent the

possibility of a drought induced contraction of the livestock
industry in Manitoba consisted of ad hoc emergency assistance

programs, funded entirely by governments. At the time it was

created, it was hoped that the Livestock Feed Securj-ty program

would replace ad hoc emergiency assistance progt.r=t, while

requiring the financial participation of producers in the

program.

2 Sorrt"": The Manitoba Co - Operator, January i-Oth, 19g5.
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However, when a widespread drought hit the province in
1-988, resulting in reduced hay yields throughout much of the

province, another ad hoc assistance program, called the

Livestock Drought Assistance Program3, was created to help

l-ivestock producers cope with the drought. The need for an

additional program like the Livestock Drought Assístance

Program in reaction to the i-988 drought can be partialty
attríbuted to sharp declines in the participation rate j-n the

Lívestock Feed Security Program. In l-988, the participation
rate was 23.52 of all eligible cows t ot roughly lO5rOOO corÀ/s.

In l-986, the participation rate peaked at 45 . OZ of al-l-

eligible cohls or approximately l-98,OOO col¡rs.

Under an area yield crop insurance contract a producer

may experience a significant lack of correlation between the

payments made under the area yield program and his/her yield
Iosses. The potential lack of targeting of payments with
producer losses may be a significant problem for an area yield
insurance program. The theoretical case for insurance (the

basis for a mutually beneficial contract between the insurer
and the insured) is buitt on the ability of an insurance

t Th" Livestock Drought Assístance program paid up to goo per
head of cattle and $12 for sheep and goats, towards the feed
requirements of animals held over the winter. Payments v/ere
deterrnined by the difference between the average hay yield from
fields selected for the Livestock Feed Security Program and 8oå of
the long terrn average yierd in the area. The budget for this
program was $foo nillion, and covered cattle, sheep and goat
producers in Manitoba, Saskatcher¡ran and Alberta.



company to reduce uncertaintya. To be effective as an

insurance program, the payments made by an area yield
insurance program must be reasonably correlated with changes

in the producerrs income stream to leave a producer with a

reasonable expectation that payments will be made by an area

yield insurance program when the producerts otün yields are

low.

The Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation has made various

efforts since 1989 to improve area homogeneity, the

representativeness of the yields measured in the area, and

thus the correspondence of payments with producer losses.

For example, to improve area homogeneity municipal

boundaries r¡¡hich had been used to define designated areas were

discontinued in 1-990 and replaced with polygon boundarj-es. The

old municipal boundaries could contain soils with different
characteristics. Therefore, yield loss variability of alfa1fa,
alfalfa grass and grass fields in a municipality could be

caused by dif ferent soils. The nerÀr boundaríes def ined

geographical areas with soils of similar characteristics.
Other measures were taken to improve the responsiveness

of the program including: l-) determining separate payouts for
tame and native hay in each designated area i 2) allowing
producers to specify up to four areas from which they obtain

o Th" insurance company can not change the probability of a
unfavourabLe event occurring but it can reduce the uncertainty
about a personrs financial position at the end of a period of time.
The probability of an unfavourable event occurríng is defined. in
this study as the risk.

4



the forage requirements as well as their reliance on tame

and/or native hay in each area; 3) introducing an indemnity

schedule that triggered payments when the average yield in the

area r,.ras less than 8Oå of the long term average yield (prior
to 1-989, payments began only when calculated production T¡/as

less than 7O? of the long term average yield) r' 4) increasíng'

the number of yields measured (monitors) from 950 to l-350; and

5) where the reliability of data permitted, polygons were

further divided into even smaller areas.

L.L.2 Individual Yield fnsurance

The Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporatíon in addition to
the Livestock Feed Security Prograrn offers an individual yield
insurance program for alfalfa, alfalfa çfrass and gtrass,

called the Cultivated Forage Insurance Program (CFIP). Premium

rates are generally higher and the insurance coverage

available is generally lower. As a resul-t, if the targeting of
payments with producer losses is not a problem with the

Livestock Feed Security Program (LFSP) then the LFSP would be

an attractive alternative to the CFIP.

The Livestock Feed Security Program could move to smaller

and smaller areas in order to improve the homogeneity and the

representativeness of the yield(s) measured in each area until
each area corresponded to one fietd. At that time the

Livestock Feed Security Program would have turned into an

5



individual yield insurance program which wourd offer the best

possible targeting of payments with producer losses.

L.2 Objectives

The objectives of this study are to measure the

correspondence of payments made by an area yield insurance

program- with producer losses, and test whether a risk averse

producer prefers an individual- yield insurance progra*t o-r"t

an area yield insurance program. producer losses are

calculated using long term average yields assigned to a

producer for the purposes of calculating yield losses under

the Cultivated Forage Insurance Program.

Payments made by the Livestock Feed Security program

between L984 and 1-988 are simulated and compared wíth
individual yield insurance payments. Stochastic dorninance j-s

used to establish whether a risk averse producer prefers an

area yield insurance program for alfalfa, alfalfa- grass and

çÍrasses to an individual yield insurance progran. Although the

variance resulting from an area yield insurance program is
probably higher than the variance resultinq from an individual
yield insurance program, if the averaqe payment for most

5_" Indemnities j-n an area are calculated using representative
yields in an area. Indemnities are not based on the producerrs
individual yields.

6_- fndemnities are calculated by comparing an individualrsyield against a long term average yietd. Individual indemnitj-es are
by definition equal to the producerrs Ioss.

6



people is higher under an area yield insurance program, it is
possible that an area yield insurance program will be

preferred to an individual yield insurance program.

Numerical analysis will provide additional insight into
the relative benefits of the two program designs.

1.3 Organization of the study

This study is divided into six chapters. In Chapter 2,

the advantages and disadvantages of the Livestock Feed

Security Program and the Cultivated Forage Insurance Program

are discussed. Chapter 3 outlines the theoretical framework

and a review of previous studies. Chapter 4 describes the

methodology used in the study. Resul-ts are presented in
chapter 5. The study is concluded in Chapter 6.



The objectives of the following chapter are to: outline
some of the theoretical advantagies and disadvantages of an

area yield insurance program and an individual yield insurance

program; provide specific details of the Livestock Feed

Security Program and the Cultivated Forage fnsurance Program;

identify how some of the theoreticat advantages of an area

yietd insurance program are encompassed in the Livestock Feed

Security Program; outline the criteria for area homogeneity;

and present a historical sunmary of the Livestock Feed

Security Program.

Chapter Tno: Background

2.L. Advantages of an Area Yield fnsurance Program

Area yield insurance programs, Ii-ke the Livestock Feed

Security Program, have a number of theoretical advantages over

individual yield insurance programs. The most important

advantages of an area yield insurance program result from the

linited and imperfect information available to the J-nsurer,

and the costs associated with gathering additional
information.

2.L.1 Adminístrative and Information Costs

Administrative costs should be lower under an area yield
insuranee program because claims do not have to be adjusted

individuatly and verification of j-ndividual production

8



histories is no longer required. The administrative costs

associated with verifying individual production histories and

adjusting indívidual yield foss claims may be very hiqh

(Bardsley, Abey and Davenport 1,984. Mj-randa l-991) .

Administrative costs associated with crop insurance in
Canada are paid by the provincial and federal governments so

producers will not see any dÍrect benefit resulting from

savings in administrative costs. However, there may be an

indirect relationship between lower administrative costs and

higher coverage Ievel.

2.L.2 Premium Setting

Second, information regarding the distribution of the

area yield is generally more reliable than information

regarding the distributions of individual yields, therefore

insurers should be better able to accurately assess the

actuarial fairness of premiums under an area yield insurance

program (Miranda, t991-) .

2.L.3 Moral Hazards or Program Abuse

Third, j-nsurance claims resulting from individual yíeId
j-nsurance coverage are thought to be higher than they woul-d be

in area yield insurance program because producers can al-ter

their production practices in a manner that increases their
chances of collecting an indemnity under the individual yield

9



insurance coverage. In order to combat the costs associated

with this type of behaviour, crop insurance programs typically
requíre a large deductible in order to make the realization of
potential market income more attractive than the probable

income to be realj-zed from the crop insurance contract. The

Iarge deductiblesT that are required to combat moral hazard

in individual yield crop insurance contracts may limit its
effectiveness in stabilizing producer returns.

Under an area yield insurance contract a producer can not

significantly increase his indemníty by unilaterally altering
his producÈion practices. Thus under an area yield insurance

program, the costs associated with program abuse should be

sharply reduced and large deductibles or limits on coverage

Ievels should not be required (Miranda, L99L).

2.2 The Livestock Feed Security Program

Coverage levels in the Livestock Feed Security Program

are based on the type and number of eligible livestock held

over the winter. Insurance indemnities paid out under the

Livestock Feed Security Program are based on yields from

selected fields in the area, rather than individual yields.

' I-rr an individuat yield insurance prog:ram, moral hazard can
be addressed by subseguently adjusting premiums and/or coverag'e
levels. The major potential disadvantage for an individual- yield
insurance program using this approach is the 1ag between the abuse
of the program and the readjustment of coverag'e or premiums.
Producers are also not obligated to purchase insurance coverage
and therefore may simply not purchase insurance coverage when the
coverage is eventually adjusted.

1_0



2.2.L nligibility8

All livestock producers overwintering eligible livestock
are able to insure with the program. The total number of each

livestock type selected must be insured.

Eligible livestock include:

a) Cor,r/s Including Bison - Adult corÀrs which have calved at

least once or a pregnant heifer which will calve by November

3Oth of the coverag:e year.

b) Bulls Including Bison - which will reach breeding age

by November 3Oth of the coverage year.

c) Steers & Heifers Including Bison - all those over 4OO

Ibs by November 30th of the coverage year.

d) Horses - staIlj-ons and pregnant mares

e) Sheep & Goats -a11 to be overwintered

2.2.2 Dollar Coveragie lrevels

i) Cows, Bul1s & Horses

increments from a minimum of

animal.

ii) Steers & Heifers

incrernents from a minimurn of

animal.

iii) Sheep & Goats coverage is available in
increments from a minimum of $20 to a maximum of $60

t Th" terms and
pamphlet published by

coverage is available in $20

$60 to a maximum of $22O per

coverage is availabl-e in $20

$60 to a maximum of $1-20 per

condi-tions outlined here are contained in a
the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporatíon.

t- 1_

$20

per



animal.

2.2.3 Yield Deterninatíon

Long-term average yields are determined on a designated

area basis for a1falfa, alfalfa-grass mixtures and grasses.

Each year yields of selected forage producers are

measured, averaged by area, and compared to the lonq-term

average yield. A percentage of the long-term average yi-eld for
each designated area is calculated by comparing the measured

yield(s) against the long-term average yie1d.

Payouts are made to aII insured farmers if the yearrs

measured production is l-ess than 80å of the long-term average

yield or 7OZ of the longr-term average yield depending on the

crj-tical yield level sel-ected by the producer. The indemnity

schedule is illustrated in Table 2.L.

1,2



Calculated
Production as
aZof
of Normal

r-00u
80å
702
602
502
402
302
202

Table 2.1-: Indemnity Schedule

Payout as
aZof
Coverage
al 7OZ Level-

oz
oz
oz
202
402
602
802
100å

Every 1-å drop of measured production below the criti-cal
yield level-, results in a payment of 22 of the personrs dollar
coverage Ievelr up to a maximum of 1OOå.

For example, if a livestock producer purchased $l-o,o00

worth of coverage ($2oo per corÀr x 50 cows) at the 7oZ level-

and measured production in the area was 50å of normal, the

claim would be 40å of $1-orooo or $arooo. At the 80å coverage

leve1 the claim woul-d be 60å of $1-o,ooo or $ørooo, rf measured

production hras determined to be 2OZ of normal, thi-s would be

considered a complete loss at the 70å level and the producer

would be paid l-00å of coverâgê, or $10,000. At the 8oZ level-

the producer woul-d be paid 1-00å of coverage if measured

production was determined to be 3OZ of normal.

Payout as
aZof
Coveraqe
at 80å Level'

oz
oz
202
402
602
80u
r_00å
r_ooå

o Th" Boå option was introduced in L989.

1-3



TABLE 2.2

Premium Rates For The Livestock Feed Security Program
As A Percentage Of The Coverage Level Selected

Vüith Payouts Beginnl-ng At 7 OZ

YEAR

L984

l-985

1986

L9a7

l_988

2.2.4 Premiums

The premium rates for insurance coverage under the

Livestock Feed Security Program between L984 and 19BB are

shown in Tab1e 2.2. The producer paid 50å of this rate and the

federal government paid the other boå10. Between J-gal and

1987 the premium rate nearly doubled. fn 1984, the premium was

$6.86 for every $L00 of coverage. By 1,997, the premium had

reached $1-2.00 for every $fOO of coverage.

The premium rate is not j-ncreased for coverage in the

more drought prone areas of the province t or l-owered for
coverage in less drought prone areas of the province. Although

the likelihood of a payout from the program will drop in rÍsk
prone areas if the benchmark long term averaqe yield in the

PREMII]M

6.862

7.342

9. 00å

L2.OOz

t2 . ooz

10 Beginning in 1990,
premium while the federal
premium.

the provinces started to pay 25å
government share dropped to 252

L4

of
of

the
the



area fall-s over tine due to extended droughts, a uniform

premium rate is a potential cause of adverse seÌection1l.

2.3 The Cultivated Forage Insurance Program

Long term average yields borrowed from the trAll Risk

Cultivated Forage fnsurance Programrr are used to calculat.e the

payments made by an individual yield insurance program later
in this study. As the individual yield insurance program is an

alternative to the Livestock Feed Security Program, outlining
the terms and conditions of the program will be helpful later
in this study.

The Cultivated Forage Insurance Program is avail-abl-e to
producers of alfalfa, alfalfa grass mixtures, grasses and

sweet clover. Native species, such as slough grass, couch

grass, etc. which are utitized to produce hay are not eligible
for this program. Coverage under the Cultivated Foraqe

Insurance Program must be selected by August 31st of each year

for coverage to apply for the ensuing y".rtt.

From L984 to 1988, producers could select between two

levels of dollar coverage. The two dollar coverage levels were

11 The variance around the mean is not accounted for, and
therefore payouts may be higher in one area than in another area
with the same average yield. Producers in the areas of higher
potential payouts are more likely to participate than producers in
areas of l-ower potential payouts.

tt Th" terms and conditi-ons outlined here are those which T¡rere
in effect in L989. Terms and conditions are changed from time to
time. In l-990 the deadline r¡¡as January 31st, i-990.

t_5



$4o (low) or $4s (high) per tonne13. These doIlar coverage

levels applied to all hay types.

The long term average yield assigned to a field depends

on a soil classification rating. Each quarter secÈion of
arable land i-n Manitoba is in one of the fifteen basic risk
areas defined by the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation. The

soils of each quarter section of land are also rated on a

scale from rrArr (the highest rating) to |tJrr (the lowest

rating). The risk area also affects the long term averag:e

yield. For example, the long term average alfalfa yield for a

type rrHrr soil in risk area 1, is 0.820 tonnes / acre. fn risk
area 34, on soil zone C, the long term averag'e yield is l-.300

tonnes / acre. The insured yields (Iong term averages) are

based on l-5 year histories.
Premiums are set by risk area and hay type as a dollar

amount per acre. There is no adjustment, of the premium for the

different soit zones in a risk area. However, the tong term

average yield declines on the lesser rated soils and therefore
the effective cost of insurance coverage goes up. In risk area

9, the cost of insuring an alfalfa field in a soil rated a B

hras about ç7.2O per $i-00 of coverage. In a soil rated as J,

the cost would have been $Ll-.35 per $i"00 of coverage. The

producer pays one half of this premium.

fnsurance indemnities are calculated from the difference

tt Th" high dor-rar
since at least 1-984.
tonne.

option of $¿S / tonne has remained unchanged
In L9A4 the low dollar option r,rras ç27 /
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betv¡een the coverag'e level (in tonnes/acre) and the actual
yieId. Yield appraisals are carried out by Manitoba Crop

Insurance Corporation adjustors.

2.4 Practical Comparison of the LFSP anð CFIP

2.4.t practical Advantages of the IJFSP

Producers deciding between the Cul-Èivated Forage

Insurance Program or the Livestock Feed Security Program have

many factors to weigh. The Livestock Feed Security Program has

many attractive features that undoubtedly influence the

decisions made between these two programs.

First, the cost of the coveragie under the Livestock Feed

Security Program is lower than the cost of insurance coverage

under the Cultivated Forage fnsurance Program. For example,

insurance coverage under the Cultivated Forage Insurance

Program, would have cost about $l-7.60 for every $i-00 of
coverage on a f ield of al-falfa hay in risk area J- | in soil
zone J. The premium for a producer of grass hay in the same

field classification was about ç24.2O. In i-996, under the

Livestock Feed Securi-ty Program, the premium rate for a

producer of grass or alfalfa hay in these areas v/as just $g

for every $roo of insurance coveragell.

Secondly, producers can purchase higher coveragie under

the Livestock Feed Security Program compared to the coverage

11 Coverage is defined as the maximum payment possible under
the program.
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available under the Cultivated Forage Insurance Program. At

the high dollar option of $45 a tonne, based on expected hay

consumption of 3. O tonnes per year per co\^r, a livestock
producer could purchase about $l-35 of feed insurance under the

Cultivated Forage Insurance Program. Vfith the Livestock Feed

Security Program, a livestock producer could purchase ç22O of

feed insurance per cow, or over $Zo for every tonne of hay

required by the animal.

Third, beginning in L989, a livestock producer using the

Livestock Feed Security Program could elect a trigger of 80å

of the arears long term average yield. The highest availabl-e

coverage leve1 under the Cultivated Forage fnsurance Program

is 7OZ.

Fourth, the indernnity schedule used by the Livestock Feed

Security Program pays out two percent of coverage for every

one percentage point drop in yield below the guaranteed level.
The Cultivated Forage Insurance Program pays one percent of

coverage for every one percentage poínt drop of yield below

the guaranteed 1evel.

Finally, the Livestock Feed Security Program provides

insurance coverage for crops that MCIC can not or will not

insure individually tike native hay, or for producers who rely

on hay purchased from other farmers.

2.4.2 Problems

The apparent increase in benefits with the Livestock

18



Feed Security Program combined with a lower premium rate

requires further investigation. A possibl-e explanation is: 1-)

the premiurn rate charged is too lorn/, or 2) that the averages

used to calculate indemnities reduces the number or the

aggregate amount of the payouts. The potential lack of

correlation between payments and producer losses is a major

disadvantage of an area yield insurance program. In fact, the

payments made by an area yield insurance program are perfectly

correlated with individual yield losses only under very strict

conditions.

There are two situations in which the payrnents made by an

area yield insurance programs are exactly the same as the

payments made by a program that uses individualsr yields.

These situations are: 1) yields in an area are always equal,

or 2) each individuat experiences the same proportional

reduction in yields.

If forage yields , yi, i:1 ,2, . . .n, on n f ields in a

designated area are equal, y1 : yz: : yn, then any one of

these yields Ís completely representative of each of the

yields in the area.

Secondly, íf each producer experiences the same

proportional reduction in yields, âD average will refl-ect all
the yield losses in the area. For example, if the average of

the expected yields of a group of three farmers in an area is
four tonnes/acre, and individual expectations of yields are

sixr'four and two tonnes per acre, respecti-vely, and if actual
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yields in each fietd faI1 by 5OZ I the area average falls to

two tonnes/acret ot 50å of the girouprs expected yield (Table

2.3) .

Tabl-e 2 .3.

Equal Yie1d Reductions of 50å

Producer 1-

Producer 2

Producer 3

Expected Yield

6 tonnes

4 tonne

2 tonne

Average

hlithout equal proportional losses, âD averagie of the

yields in the area can not mirror the losses of every

producer. Some producers will be over-compensated. Others will
be under-compensated (Table 2.4).

Actual Yiel-d

3 tonnes

2 tonnes

l- tonne

4 tonne

Producer 1-

Producer 2

Producer 3

Z Loss

502

502

502

2 tonnes

Table

Yield Reductions of

Expected Yields

6 tonne

4 tonne

2 tonne

Average

50å

2.4..

One Tonne

Actua1 Yiel-ds å l.oss

5 tonnes 1-6.72

3 tonnes 25.02

l- tonne 50. Oå

4 tonne

20
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fn table 2.4 all yields are one tonne short of the

expected yields. The payout which Ís based on the average

yield, over-compensates Producer 1-, exactly compensates

Producer 2 and under-compensates Producer 3.

2.4 Rainfall

The amount of rainfall a fieLd receives during the

growing season is critical to hay yields. The Ímportance of

avail-able water is illustrated by the way computer models

simulate alfalfa yields based on the balance between the

amount of water available to the plants and the atmospheric

demands placed on the plants.

Raddatz (1987) analyzed the spatJ-al representativeness of
rainfall- measurements for fVinnipeg over two accumulation

periods one day and one month. Using 8-9 years of data,

Raddatz concluded that: a) the probable error for rainfall
amounts extrapolated over distances of l-0 km is +/- L26

percent for estimates of daily rainfalls, and +/- 36 percent

for estimates of monthly accumulations, and b) that the

probable error for area-averag:e amounts with station densities
of J- per 7o7 kmz is 85 percent for estimates of daily values

and 24 percent for estimates of monthly totals.
These findings suggest that rainfaLl amounts change over

relatively smalI areas. If the moisture available to atfalfa
plants varies significantly over short distances then yields
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may also vary sígnificantly over relatively short distances

creating problems for an area yield insurance program.

2.4. Other reasons for Yie1d Differences

Yields are also affected by different managiement

practices. For example, on areas fertilized with nitrogen,

high temperatures were found to be more detriment,al than l-ow

rainfall to growth (Waddington L973). Fick []-9841 found a

significant relationship between yields, cutting date and

cutt,ing interval in a model of alfalfa yields j-n New York

State.

2.5 Historical gummary

Table 2.5 presents a historical sunrmary of the Livestock

Feed Security Program. Large amounts of coverage have been

contracted under the Livestock Feed Security Program. Betrn/een

L984 and l-988 almost $98.5 million of feed insurance coverage

\,rras purchased. A high percentage of this coverage hras

purchased in 1986.

The participation rate in the Livestock Feed Security

Program is also shown. The increasinq number of potentÍal cows

eligible under the program is a result of the extension of the

program to more municipalities. Tabte 2.5 strows that 57.421

50.62 and 45.02 of potential cattle were insured with the

program in L984, 1-985 and l-986, respectively.
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TABLE 2.52

Coçs Insured

Potentlal Covs

Particlpation Rate

Insurmce Coverage

Payout @70)(

Payout lCoveraÉe @7OL

Actual Premim Rate

Insurance Coverage

Payoutls @8oz

Payout /Coverage @802

A Smary of the Llvestock Feed Securlty Progræ
1984 - 1988

19 085 80 816 L97 90r Lr6 275 104 755

33 234 L59 772 440 000 444 000 446 000

s7 .4I 50 .6't 45 . O't 26 .2I 23 .5.t

s3 420 260 t4 679 070 39 225 960 21 505 900 L9 634 760

$1 013 744 5 661 748 L4 22L 1 490 054 I 651 087

0.30 0.38 0.00 0.07 0 .44

6.461 7.347, 9.002 LL.OOX, LZ.OO'|

s3 420 260 I4 679 O7O 39 225 960 21 505 900 !9 634 760

$1 578 861 A 524 079 287 290 3 72L 572 11 859 708

0.46 0.58 0.01 0.L7 0.60

In L987, the participation rate felt from 45.02 to 26.22 of
potential cows. The participation rate appears to leve1 off at
23.52 in l-988. In l-989, after the l-988 drought and $¡ith some

additional- government incentivês1ó, the participation rate
increased to 76.02 (not shoÌrn).

The premiums collected between L984 and l-988 T¡/ere not

equal to the payments made. In three of the five years, the

payout to coverage ratios were very high. On the other hand,

in L9a6, hardly any payments T/üere made by the Livestock Feed

1 986 ToÈel

15 Source: Manj-toba Crop Insurance corporation
16 Producers who did not join the Livestock

Program in 1989 !ìrere not eligible for the second. and
under the Livestock Drought Assistance program.
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Security Program. The premium rate required over this five
year period in order to balance the premiums received with the

payments made hras 1-72 at the 7oe" level of coverage, and

possibly 26e" if the 8Oå trigger had been availabl-e since 1-984.

There is an apparent relationship between the

participation rates and the payout to coverage ratio from the

previous year in Table 2.5. To determine the strength of this
relationship the participation rate between l-985 and l-989 was

regressed against the ratio of the payout (at 7OZ) to coverage

level, lagged one period, and a dummy variable which was equal

to one in 1-989. The results of this regression are presented

below. Standard errors are in parenthesj-s.

Participation Rate : 23.8 + 0.67 Ratio

(o.22)

This regression presents the participation rate in time

period (t), as a function of the payout to coverage ratio in
time period (t-1) , and a dummy variable for L989. rrRatiorr is
signif icant at 52 , rrDumrnyrr is signif icant at LOZ. The

coefficients inply that a one percentage point j-ncrease in the

previous yearrs payout to coverage ratio increases the

particípation rate in time period (t) by 0.67 percent. The

changes to the program in L989, and the requirements of the

Livestock Drought Assistance Program increased the
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particípation rate in l-989 by 22.8 percent.

The significance of the payout to coverage IeveI could be

due to many factors. For example, the payout to coverage 1eve1

could be acting as a proxy for changing expectations. A year

in which hay yields are normal or above normal may lead

producers to form expectations of si-milar yields in subsequent

years. Sinilarly, a year in which hay yields are below normal

may lead producers to revise the probabilities they had held

of losses occurring in the future. Uninsured losses also

result in the depletion of hay and financj-al reserves which

Lrave to be rebuilt. Producers may therefore be more wulnerable

to supply disruptions after a bad year in which hay and

financial- reserves have been depleted.

on the other hand, the pattern to the participation rates

may illustrate the potential difficulty the program may have

in balancing the cumulative premiums received with the

cumulative payments made by the program. This problem rnay be

attributed to a lack of correspondence between the payrnents

made by the proqram and producer losses.
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The objectives of this chapter are to outline a

theoretical- framework of insurance, and to give brief
descriptions of the results and the methodologies employed in
previous studies of area yield insurance programs.

3.1 Theory of InsurancelT

The premise of an insurance contract is that a rj-sk

averse producer, who maximizes expected utílity, will accept

a lower expected income in return for a reduction of the

variance of that income. The reasoning behind this potential

trade-off between income and variance is ittustrated in Figure

3.1_.

3 . 1. 1 Expected Uti!.ity
The curved line in Figure 3.1- represents a utility

function which is concave to the origin. An income of either

Y(1) or of Y(2) are equally Iikely. The mathematical-

expectation of income is equal to E(Y). Because of the

concavity of the utility function, the increase in well being

resulting from an increase in income from E(Y) to Y(2) is less

than the increase in well being resulting from a change in

income from Y(1) to E (Y).

Chapter Three: Literature Review

tt Th" discussion in Robison
The basic presentation in that
closely followed in the following

and Barry was extremely he1pfu1.
book, Chapters L-4 and a5, is
discussion.
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Fígure 3.1 Expect,ed Utility a Certainty Equivalent Income

1/21U(Yz)+U(Yr)

UTILITY

u (Yz)

U (Yr)

The expected utility from the two potential outcomes is
equal Eo L/2 tU(Y(2) ) + U(Y(l) ) l. The utility associated with
a certain income of YCE is equivalent to the expected utility
from the two potential outcomes Y(1) and Y(2).

If an insurer is wil-ling to eliminate the variance of the

producerrs income in exchange for a risk premium, a producer

coul-d pay a risk premium equal to the difference between YCE

and E(Y) and be as well off. Placing the choice in the

opposite context of accepting a rj-sky return may make the

concept clearer. If a risk averse producer is to be as well
27
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off accepting a risky choice Y(1) ,Y(2), the risky choice must

yield an expected return high enough to compensate the

producer for accepting the risk. fn Figure 3.a, the expected

return must be equal to E(Y) to compensate the risk averse

producer for accepting the risk of either Y(l-) or Y(2) rather

than the certain outcome of YCE.

The concavityls of the utility function creates the

possibility of a producer being willing to pay a premium to
reduce the variance of j-ncome. If the producerts utility
function is better described by a straight l-ine1e, then

expected íncome and certainty equivalent income are the same.

If the utility function j-s 
"orr-r"*to, the increase in

well being resulting from an increase in income from U(y) to
y2 is greater than the increase in well being resulting from

an increase in income from Y(1) to E (Y). As a result YCE is
greater than E (Y). If the utility function is convex, a

producer will seek uncertainty. Greater uncertainty is sought

because of the possibility of a very high income. on the other

hand, the possibility of a very low income is discounted.

18 A concave utility function irnplies diminishing marginal
utiJ-ity, or in other words, that the second derivative of the
producer's util-ity function is negative.

'o A =traight line i-mplies constant marginal utility.
20 A convex utility function irnplies increasing marginal

utility.
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3.L.2 Theoretical Model of An Individual Yield Insurance

Program

Table 3.l-

Decision Matrix For An Individual Yield Insurance Program

Nature

state

yield loss

no yield loss

This concept of a trade-off between variance and expected

income and its relationship to an individual yield insurance

program wil-I be illustrated with the help of the decision

matrix shown in Table 3.1-. Thi-s decision matrÍx will be used

to calculate a theoretical insurance premium for an individual
yield insurance prog'ram.

Suppose W represents the value of a hay crop, and Wo

represents another risk free asset. The probability of the hay

crop turning out to be a total loss is represented by p, and

(1-p) represents the probability of fully realizing the

potential value of the hay crop. The prernium paid by the

producer to insure the hay crop is represented by Tr. The

producer has two choices. He or she can chose to either
purchase insurance coverage or not to purchase insurance

Probability

p

1--p

A1

(Insurance)

Choices

W+I^lo-n

w+wo-?t

A2

(No Insurance)

üIo

w+wo
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coverag'e.

If insurance is purchased the expected value of the

choice is:

E (Ar):W+Wo-n (3.1)

The expected value of a choice not to purchase insurance

is:

E (Az) : pWo * (1-p) (W + Wo) : Vt + Wo - pW (3.2)

The actuarial difference between the two choices is equal

to:
E(&) - E(42) : pW - 7r (3.3)

The variances of the choices are:

oz (41) : o

o2(A2): p(Wo - Wo - Vt + pW)z + (r-p)(Wo + W - Wo - W + pl,rl)z

In the next step an expression for an amount called the

certainty equivalent income is created. Certainty equivalent

income is calculated by subtracting an amount from the

expected value of the income stream to account for the

potential variance of the income stream.

Y.H=hl*wo-z (3.6)

Ycez : w + wo - pw - (ß/2)wtp'(r-p) 21 G.7)

: pvfz(p-r)2 - (p-1)pfut: wzp(r-p)

21 @/2) is a risk aversj-on factor. The higher this factor is,
all other things being equal, the greater the producerrs risk
aversion. This factor essentially determines the rate at which

30
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The maximum insurance premium the producer will pay is
found by equating the certainty equivalents and solving for zr.

Setting (3.6) equal to (3.7) yields:

w + wo - Tr = w + rìto - plit - (ß/2)w2p(1-p) (3.8)

and solving for n yields:

7:pw* (ß/2)w2p(1-p) (3.e)

The maximum premium is composed of the actuarial cost

(pw) of yield loss and a component related to the variance of

the income stream l@/2)Wzp(1-p) l. lilithout government

subsidies, the premium the producer will be willing to pay has

to be qreater than the actuarial cost, otherwise the insurer

wíL] not be able to cover admínistrative costs.

expected returns are traded for variance. The nature of the trade -
off between expected income and variance in the certainty
equivalent expression ïras deduced usi-ng assumptions of constant
absolute risk aversion and of normally distributed probability
distributions of income (Robison and Barry 1L987), Chapter Three) .
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3.1.3 Theoret,ical Mode1 of an Area Yie1d fnsurance Progiram

Table 3.2

Decision Matrix For An Àrea Yield Insurance Program

Nature

state

yield loss

no yield loss

By making some modi-ficatÍons to the decision matrix in
Table 3.L, the possibility that payments from an area yield

insurance program may not be perfectly correlated with yield

losses can be modeled. Tr¡/o parameters are introduced in Table

3.2 to account for the correl-ation of payments. The first
parameter (a) is a number greater than or equal to zero. In

most circumstances it would be equal to or less than one. In

Tabl-e 3.1, (a) would be equal to one. The second parameter (b)

is a number greater than or equal to zero. In most

circumstances it would be equal to or less than one. fn Table

3.a, (b) would be equal to zero.

As in the previous example, expected values, variances

and certainty equivalent expressions are calculated.

The expected. values of the two choices are:

E (Ar) : p ( aw + wo - n) + (r-p) t (r-+b) (w) + wo - n l

Probability

p

l--p

A1

(Insurance)

Choices

aW+Wo-n

(l-+b)W+ lilo - 'tÍ

(No Insurance)

Wo

lil + wo
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E (Ar) : Wo - 7r + li (pa + l- - p + b - pb) (3.1-0)

The variances of the two expressions are:

o'(Ar) - p [aw + vüo - n - wo + ir - w (pa + i- - p + b - pb)]z

+ (r-p) [W + bw + Wo - n - Wo * n - W (pa + ]- - p + b - pb)12

E (Az) : Wo * (r-p) I{

o' (Ar) : pwz [a - pa - 1 + p - b + p¡]2 +

(1-p)vü2 [-pa+p+pb]z G.L2)

o' (Az) : w2 p (1-p) (3.1-3)

The certainty equivalent expressions for A1 and A2 are:

Ycer : wo - 7t + w (Pa + l- - P + b - Pb)

(3.11_)

(ß/2){ pv[z [a - pa 1+ p - b + pb]z +

Yctz = wo * (1-p) $r - @/2) { w2 p (r-p) } (3-15)

(1-p)w2 [-pa+p+p¡]2]

The maximum insurance premium the producer will pay is

found by equating the certainty equivalents and solving for n.

Setting (3.1-4) equal to (3.i-s) yields:
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hlo -

+p
7r + I^I

-b+

(pa+l--p+
pblz + (r-p)wz

(ß/2) {

The maximum premium

rr:W(pa+1

b - pb) (ß/2){ pwz [a - pa - 1

[-pa+p+pb]z]
wzp(1-p)Ì:o

(ß/2){ pwz [a - pa - 1 + p - b + pb]z +

is given by:

-p+b-pb) -w+pVt-

Equation (3.L7) can be reduced to:

Tr:w (pa+b (r-p)) +ß/2 wtp {2(r--p)(a-b) - (r-p)(a-b)}2
'tT : Ítt (pa + b (1-p) ) + ß/2 wt p (r-p) (a-b) {2+b-a}

(3.L8)

By substituting numbers into equation (3. l-8) the

irnplicatíons that the correspondence of payments with losses

has on the maximum premium a producer wil-l pay should become

clear.

First suppose that the probability of a yield loss is

5OZ, p:0.5, that a:1.0, and b:0. These parameters

replicate the decision matrix in Table 3.1. Because a:1.0,
if there is a yield loss the area yield insurance pays 1-00å of

the loss. Because b : L, if there is no yield loss the area

yield insurance does not pay anything. In this example,

34
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payments from the area yíeId insurance program are perfectly

correl-ated with yield losses. Substituting the parameter

values for a, b and p into (3.1-8) and solving for n, yields:

'n :0.5 r4r + (ß/2) rvz (o.25) (3.1-9)

The first part of the equation is the estimated actuarial

cost of the insurance coverage. The second part of the

equation is the amount over and above the actuarial cost that

the producer is willing to pay to reduce the variance of the

income stream. Note that as long as ß is greater than zero,

the maximum premium the producer would pay is greater than the

actuarial cost of the insurance.

Now suppose that a:0, and b: l-.0, and that the

probability of a yield l-oss is unchanged at 50å. This time

payments from the area yield insurance program are not

perfectly correlated u¡ith the producerts yield loss. With a :

O, and b : 1.0, the insurance program pays out when the

producer does not have a yield loss, but if the producer has

a yield loss the insurance does not pay out. The extreme

nature of these parameters results in a higher income variance

with crop insurance coverage compared to the income variance

without crop insurance coverage.

After substituting the new pararneter values into
(3.18) and solving for rÍ, the maximum premiurn the

would pay is given by the following equation:

rr:0.5 vü - (ß/2) w2 (0.75)
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Note that although the first component of the premium has

not changed, the producer is now not wilting to pay the full
actuarial cost of the insurance.

These two examples illustrate the importance of the

correlation of payments with yield losses. The premium a risk
averse producer will pay for insurance coverage falls as the

correlation between yield losses and insurance payments

tueakens.

3.2 Review Of Related Studies

The prevÍous discussion on the importance of the

correlation of payments with producer losses highlights the

importance of the assumption of homogeneous yields. This

assumption is an important part of the arguments rnade for area

yield insurance.

Capstick and Cochran (1-984) examined this assumption of

area homogeneity in a study of the yield distributions from 3o

cotton farms in Arkansas. They constructed and compared these

distributions to one another and to county average

distributions. They concluded that the use of county average

yield data to ident.ify risk effícient strategies for farmers

(even those with similar risk preferences) had the potential

of producing inaccurate predictions. County averages r,rrere

inadequate largely because of substantial differences between

individual farm distributions. These different distribution of
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yields meant neither county averages not data from another

farm could adequately substitute for data from the farm being

studied.

In other work, Miranda (l-991-) focused on the ability of

area yield insurance program to deal with the problems

encountered in individual yield insurance program with respect

to adverse selecti-on, moral hazard and hi-gher administrative

costs.

Miranda adapted some of the concepts from capi-taI asset

pricing theory. These concepts are used to describe the

relationship between risk and expected return. In capital

asset pricing theory the total return from an asset is broken

into systematic and unsystematic risk components.

An individualrs total yield risk can also be decomposed

into a systematic component that is explained by factors

affecting all producers in the area and a nonsystematic

residual component. The systematic and unsystemal-iczz

components are statistical rel-ationships between movements in

a producerrs yield to movements in the area average yield. The

greater the nonsystematic residual component, the l-ess

correlated a producerts yields will be to changes in the area

average yieId.

Area yield insurance covers only systematic risk. But

?2 The unsystematic residual component corresponds with the
error term i-n a linear regression equation, if the dependent
variable s/as the average yield in the area and the j-ndependent
variable was an individualrs yield.
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because area yield insurance would be free of moral hazard

problerns it would not require large deductibles or the limits

on insurance coverage that are part, of an individual yield

insurance program.

Using yield series from LO2 western Kentucky soybean

producers Miranda measured the percent variance reduction from

three al-ternat j-ve crop j-nsurance programs. These rrere

respectivety: 1-) an individual yield insurance program, 2) a

fulI coverage area yield insurance program, and 3) an optimal

coverage area yield insurance program.

Under the individual- yield insurance program, whenever a

producerrs ornrn yiel-d fell below 752 of the normal yield, he or

she received an indemnity equal to the shortfall. Under the

full coverage area yield proqram, whenever the area yield fell

below 88.5å of norma123, each producer received an indemnity

equal to the shortfall in the area yieId.

Under the optimal coverage area yield program producers

could choose to purchase insurance for more than 1-OOå of their

acreage. The average level of optirnal coverage level across

the producers in the study was 1,602, or in other words,

producers on average, in an optimal coverage area yield

program would purchase insurance for 60Z more acreage than

they would actually plant. Under the optimal coverage area

yield program, whenever the area yield fell below 95å of the

23 A critical yield of 88.5? of the
in the same premium, oD average, âS a
individual yield insurance program.
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normal area yield, each producer received an indemnity equal

to the shortfall in the area yield tj-mes his elected level of

coveraçte.

Miranda concluded that for most producers, the i-mproved

coveragie of systematic yield risk obtained through lower

deductibles and higher coverage under the optimal coverage

area-yield plan outweighed the nonsysternatic yield risk
protection provided by an individual-yield plan. That is, for

most producers, optimal area-yield insurance would provide

better overall yield risk insurance than individual yield

insurance. Unfortunately, the optimal coverag'e area yield

program was also three tj-mes more expensive, and for producers

whose yietds were not highly correLated with area average

yields, individual yield insurance v/as better at reducing

variances.

Two papers in the Australian .fournal of Agricultural
Economics have examined the idea of rainfall insurance,

another version of area yield insurance program. Indemnities

in a rainfall insurance program would be based on the

precipitation occurring at a specific recording site.

Patrick (l-988), in the first paper, explored the demand

for an individual mul-típle peril crop insurance program and a

rainfall insurance program in a survey of 60 Mal-Iee24 wtreat

farmers. He asked 6O randomly selected farmers for the maximum

premium they would be w1IIing to pay for each of these

to M.rr"" is a region j-n Australia.
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hypothetical insurance programs.

He found that 572 of the farmers surveyed would not

participate in the rainfall insurance program, and that less

than L2Z of the producers would pay more than the estimated

value of the expected indemnities that would be paid out of

the rainfall- insurance program over time. In contrast, only

252 of the producers would not participate in the multiple

peril crop insurance proçtram, and one half of the producers

would be willing to pay the estimated actuarial cost of the

coverage or more.

In the second study of a rainfall insurance program,

Bardsley, Abey and Davenport (l-984) examined the necessary

cond.itions for the existence of a financially viable,

unsubsidized crop insurance scheme for AusLralian farmers.

They modeled an insurance program in which the indemnities

could be calculated on the basis of meteorological

observations at a specific recording site in an area.

They regarded an unsubsidized crop insurance program as

a way of saving to cover an anticipated future loss. If this

program is actuarially fair, then over time these savings must

equal the actual claims paid out. Their subsequent analysis

was therefore based on the costs and benefits of an ínsurance

program with the costs and benefits of self insurance.

Their analysis of the potential benefits of an insurance

contract is based on the cost of maintaining all of the

liquidity necessary in a self insurance situation to cover
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potential income losses, which they equated with the

difference between short and long term interest rates.

A potential advantage of an insurance contract is that

the stock of liquid assets required by the insurance

corporation per person insured to cover most of the probable

losses that will occur during the year maybe less than that

required by an individual. As a result, the insurer can invest

a portion of the producerrs funds at longer term interest

rates for a economic benefit equal to the difference between

short and long term interest rates.

offsetting this potential economic benefit are costs to

administer the program, and the probable lack of a perfect

correlation of payment.s from the insurance policy with the

producerrs income stream. As the correlation of payments from

the insurance policy with the producerrs income stream

declines, the higher the percentage of liquid assets the

producer must hold independently to meet financial losses.

Bardsley et al concluded, from an analysis of the

Australian wheat industry that crop insurance against drought

would be unattractive from an efficiency point of view, and

that the funds locked up in an insurance pool woul-d be put to

better use if they remained in the hands of the farmers

(p. 13 ) . The reasons f or this conclusion hlere: l- ) The

correlation between payouts and drought loss was not high

enough, 2) the intraclass correlation of the insurerrs risk

among areas r,rras not low enough, 3) the differences in the
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costs of liquidity between a government backed insurer and an

individual were not high enough to create an advantageous

insurance contract, and 4) , any possible advantage Ì¡¡ere

quickly reduced when administrative costs were incLuded.

What is particularly notable about their paper is that

the analysis of the costs and benefits of an insurance

contract rnakes no references to a utility function, but is
instead based on specific measurable monetary costs, l-ike the

difference between short and long term interest rates.
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The objectives of this chapter are to describe the steps

taken to create a historical simulation of the Livestock Feed

Security Program between L984 to l-988, describe the

calculation of individual producer losses using cultivated

Forage Insurance yields, and explain the stochastic dominance

criteria used in the next chapter.

Chapter Four: Methodology

4.1 Database

Alfalfa, alfalfa - grass and grass yields Ì,üere supplied

by the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation (MCfC). The largest

number of hay yields in the database were reported by Manitoba

producers on the MCIC questionnaire that rittas sent out

regularty up until L99L. The rest of the yields in the

database rùere measured by the Manj-toba Crop Insurance

Corporation (called monitor yields). A broad cross-section of

hay yields throughout Manitoba is represented in this

database.

There are few continuous time series in the database.

Gaps in the data make time series analysis difficult. Most of

the time series between a984 and 1988 were made up of less

than three yields from one field. As a result it. was not

possible to calculate the effect the Livestock Feed Security

Program had on yield variances with any degree of confidence
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in the results.
To make the best use of all the yield j_nformation in the

database, the payments made by the Livestock Feed Security
Program hrere compared to producer losses carcul-ated from the

long term average yields (LTAYs) assigned to a fierd under the

cultivated Forage rnsurance Program. This approach resulted in
a fairly encompassing cross sectional analysis of the payrnents

made by the Livestock Feed Security program with producer

Iosses. With the exception of 1-984, over f j_ve thousand. yields
I¡rere involved in the analysis.

4.2 Model-I-ing The Livestock Feed Security prog'ram

To generate the payments made by the Lj-vestock Feed

security Program it r¡ras necessary to calculate long term

average yields for alfalfa, alfalfa grass and grasses in
each desi-gnated area of the program between 1994 and i-989.

Averag'es of the yields measured from the rrrepresentativerl

fierds in each designated area r¡¡ere compared against these

long term average yields.

4.2.L Estabrishing the Long Term Averag'e yiel-d rn Each rJFsp

.Area

From L984 to l-988 the designated areas in the Livestock
Feed security Program were sirnply municipalities. rn an effort
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to improve the homogeneity of the areas, soil zones, called

polygons hrere used insÈead of municipal boundaries to define

the designated areas. These polygons are geographical areas

containing soils with very similar characteristics. There are

well over a hundred of these areas relevant to this study.

They vary in size and shape. Previous data collectj-on

techniques v¡ere not orientated to capture yield data on a

polygon basis. Therefore, in a number of these polygons there

were either no yields or there were so few yields with such a

large variance that an average of the few yields available was

not necessarily representative of the true average yield for

the area. As a result, means of creating consistent yield

series for alfalfa, alfalfa - grass and grasses in each of the

polygons were needed.

Consistent yield series for alfalfa, alfalfa - grass and

grasses were created by calculating and comparing the bounds

on the error of estimation associated with the yields in the

polygon and the bounds on the error of estimation associated

with the yields in areas encompassing a number of similar
polygons (calIed agro - ecological resource areas).
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4.2.2 Calculation of the Bounds on the Error of Est,imation

The calculations of the bounds on the error of estimation

are described below:

Estination of the Population Mean for a Simple Random

sample25

Estimate of the population mean:

nv.
îr=y=E a

i=1 n

Variance of the estimator:

Calculation of the bounds on the error of estimation:

y t crítica7 t-statistíc x õ,

^zs2,ntvr-Ð'õ: =:- where "t=E' n i=1 n-L

25 Source: Mendenhall and Reinmuth l7g82l Chapt.er L5,
specifically, Section L5.4 and Section l-5.5; and SAS Userrs
Guide:Basics, specifically, the section entitled |tlntroduction to
SAS Descriptive Statistics. The Means Procedure in SAS calculates
a statistic called STDERR. This hras used with t-statistics
appropriate for the size of the sample and the desired Level- of
significance of the bounds.
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of estimation. The t-statistic ís affected by the number of

yields in the average and the desired confidence level in the

estimates, i.e., from 5Z to LZ. The bounds on the error of

estimation also increase as the variance in the sample

increases.

The probable bounds within which the true average of the

population lies can be calculated from the number of yields

making up the sample using a variation of this formula. For

example, if just one yield is measured to estimate the average

yield of a population of 1-O fields, and the standard deviation

of the yields in the entire populatíon is known to be 0.4277

tonnes/acre, the true average yield of the population i-s

probably within 0.855 tonnes/acre of the measured yield. This

result was found by solving the following equation for B

(Mendenha1l and Reinmuth L982, page 72O) z

4.2.3 Agro - Ecologícal Resource Areas

Each of the polygons rüere aggregated into what are called
Itagro-ecological resource ar"a=tutt, to create a larger area

n=

26_'" An agro - ecologtical resource areas is a group of polygons,
that share simj-Iar agro - ecological resource characteristics l-ike
soils, weather patterns and terrain. The risk areas used by the
Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation correspond to various groups of
these agro - ecological resource areas.
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with a larger number of yields in it.
Exceptions to the boundaries def ined by the agiro-

ecological resource areas hlere made if the polygon grouping

defined on the basis of the agro-ecological resource area

resulted in high errors of estimation compared to other areas.

If this hras the case two or more aqro-ecological resource

areas may trave been joined into one area or a few polygons may

have been moved to other groups. The entire process involved

consulting a map and constantly recalculating the bounds of

estj-mation associated with the nel\r area. Basically polygons

were moved in areas like northwest Manitoba. Much larger areas

were needed to calculate an average yield for grasses, than

for alfalfa and alfalfa - grass.

After averages and errors of estimation had been

calculated by polygons and agro - ecological resource areas'

criteria hlere set to judge the statistical reliabil-ity of the

averages. Basically an average was regiarded as good whenever

the bounds associated with that average s/ere Less than O.25

tonnes/acre at a confidence level of 52. In other words, the

average was g:ood if the true population mean was expected to

fall within O.25 tonnes of the sample average, nineteen times

out of twenty. As averagie hay yields are usually less than 2

tonnes/acre, bounds of o.25 tonnes/acre may be generally

associated with estimation errors of plus or minus L2.52.

The choice between the agiro-ecological yield and the

polygon yieId, oD a year by year basis, ïras based on the
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following críteri-a: 1") If the bounds on the polygon yield vtere

less than o.25 tonnes/acre, or 2) if the bounds on the polygon

yield rüere greater than O.25 and the difference between the

bounds on the aqro-ecological resource area yield and the

bounds on the polygon yield were less than o.05 tonnes/acret

the average of the yields in the polygon was chosen over the

agro ecological yield. This condition ensured that the

yietds in the polygons were not needlessly aggregated. fn

other words, if a larger yield sample did not result in an

improvement in the bounds greater than O.05 tonnes/acre, the

polygon yield hlas chosen over the agro-ecological resource

area yield.

The errors of estimation associated with the averages

from unaggregated polygons were often signíficantly greater

than O.25 tonnes f ac;re, which meant that the averagle used in

the historical yield series resulted from a comparison of the

errors of estimation associated with the unaggregated polygons

and the errors of estimation associated witn the averages

calculated from the yields in the agro - ecological resource

areas.

The entire procedure eventually resulted in a seríes of

annual average yields between L972 and L988 for alfalfa,

alfalfa grass and grasses in each designated area or

polygon. Long term average yields r^rere calculated using a ten

year series with a two year lag. rn cal-culating the long term

average yields for 1-988, the ten year series that v¡as used
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ended in l-986.

4.2.4 Calculation of the nepresentative Average Yield in the

Area

To determine the percentage of insured coverage that was

paid out by the Livestock Feed Security Program, the average

of the yields measured in the area was calcul-ated and compared

to the long term average yield. In areas, where no yields had

been measured, the yields in those areas riüere deleted from the

database and from further analysis. Also, fields, primarily

river lots, that had not been classified to a polygon hlere

deleted.

4.2.5 Calculatíon of Area YieLd Insurance Palments

After the area average yield had been expressed as a

percent of its long term average value, the indernnity

schedules shown in Table 4.1- hlere used to determine the

percentage of the producerrs coverage paid out by the program.

If the area average was less than 80å of the long term average

yield (LTAY) payouts were triggered. Payouts hlere calcul-ated

with one of the two schedules shown in Tabl-e 4.L. The first

schedule paid 1å of a personrs coverage for every percentagle

point below the 8OZ trigger. ft also corresponds with the

schedule used to calculate indivj-duaI producer losses. The

second schedule paid 2Z for each percentage point below the
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80å trigger. It corresponds to the payout structure of the

actual Livestock Feed Security Program (LFSP).

Two schedules rìrere used to i-solate the cost of the 22 for

LZ feature, and the effect the 22 for LZ feature had on the

correspondence of payments with producer l-osses. In both

schedules, if the area average r¡¡as less than 30å of the long

term average yield (LTAY), the area yield insurance program

paid l-ooå of the personrs coverage. This introduces a

discontinuity in the Leo for lZ indemnity schedule as payouts

junp from 50å to l-00? at 30å of the LTAY.
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Calculated
Production as
a4of
of LTÄ,Y

100?
80?
702
602
502
402
302
202

Table 4.J-? Indemnity Schedule

Payout as
aZof
Coveraqe
LZ for Each 1å

LOz
202
302
402
1_00å
r_00å

4.3 Calculation of Individual Yield Losses From CFIP Yields

Producer losses were cal-culated by comparing the

producerrs yield against a long term average yield from the

Cultivated Forage Insurance Program. Each yield in the

database was matched to a long term averaqe yield from the

Cultívated Forage fnsurance Program. These yields from the

Cultivated Forage Insurance Program hlere assumed to reflect

the yield a producer expected from a particular field. Yields

(primarily river lots) that were not identified by risk area

or soil zone r¡rere dropped from the database.

Each of the yietds in the database rras compared agaì-nst

these tong term average yield (LTAY) to determine an

individualrs loss. Each yield was expressed as a percentage of

the long term average yield. If the actual yietd was less than

80å of the long term average yield the LZ for each LZ
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Payout as
a9oof
Coveraqe
2Z for Each LZ

202
402
602
80å
1003
r-00å



indemnity schedul-e shown in Table 4. l- was used to calculate

the payment from an individual yield insurance program. If the

actual yield h¡as less than 3OZ of the LTAY, LOOZ of the

insurance coverage was paid out.

The discontinuity in the 1? for LZ indemnity schedule at

30å of the LTAY may have unintentionally introduced some bias

into the results. Producer losses calculated from yields that

were less than 3OZ of the LTAY may be weighted more heavily

than they should be. There witt however be a continuum of

yields between o? and 30? of the LTAY, or in other words, the

yields that are below 30? of the LTAY will not al-l work out at

exactly 3oZ of the LTAY. There is also an offsetting

adjustment in the comparisons that follow because the area

yield insurance payments are calculated with the same

discontinuity in the l-å for l-å indemnity schedule, and because

the 2Z for LZ indernnity schedule pays out 1-00å of insurance

coveragfe when the average yield in the area is below 30å of

the LÎAY.

Nevertheless, the discontinuity in the indemnity schedule

may overstate producer losses and understate the

overcompensation resulting from the area yield insurance

payments. However, it is unlikely that any of the conclusions

of this study are fundamentall-y altered by the discontinuity

in the indemnity schedule. The individual yield ínsurance

program may be badly designed but it is consistent with the

payments made by the area yield insurance program wlren the
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average yield is below 30? of the LTAY.

once individual losses and area yield insurance payments

had been determined, the area insurance payments were compared

to the individual losses to assess their correspondence with

each other. Both individual losses and area yield insurance

payments hrere left expressed as a percentage of the producerIs

coveragie. The differences between the individual losses and

area yield insurance payments vrere calculated. An exact

correspondence between individual losses and area yield

insurance payments would result in no difference in the

percentaçfes. otherwise the area yield insurance payment had to

be either higher or lower than the individual loss. The

results rarere analyzed by differentiating between areas of LFSP

payments and areas of no LFSP payments, and by adding up

producer losses, LFSP payments and the differences between

producer losses and the LFSP payments. Basic counts of the

number of yietds below 80å of the LTAYs in areas of LFSP

payments and in areas of no LFSP payments were done to

establish the difference between the probabilities of loss in

areas of LFSP payments and the probabilities of loss in areas

of no LFSP payments.

4.4 First and second Degree Stochastic Dominance

An analysis of the correspondence between losses and

payouts will not establ-ish preferences. Although the variance

resul-ting from an area yield insurance progiram may be higher
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than the varíance from an individual yietd insurance program,

if the average payrnent for most producers is higher under an

area yield insurance program than it is under an individual

yield insurance program, then an area yield insurance progiram

may be preferred to the individual yield insurance program.

First and second degree stochastic dominance tests can

estabtish preference between distributions with different

means and variances without requiring an exact mathematical

description of the appropriate utility function2T. second

degree stochastic dominance (SsD) tests are used to establish

the preference of a risk averse producer between insurance

programs.

The distributions necessary for these tests were created

by expressing each yield as a percentage of the long term

average yield and adding the payout made by each of the

insurance programs.

tt Th.
Choicesrr ín

discussion in the chapter four called rrordering Risky
Robison and Barry's book is concise and quite helpful.
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4.4.1 First Degree stochastie Doninance

Figure 4.1 
|

I

F i rst Degree Stochast 1 c Domì nance
1988 - Area lnsurance Vs No lnsurance
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The one assumption in first degree stochastic dominance

(FSD) tests is a person always prefers better possibilíties to

poorer possibilities. The distribution on the left in Figure

4.L is a distribution of hay yields without insurance. The

distribution on the right includes payrnents frorn an area yield

insurance program provided at no cost to the producer. The

area yield distribution in Figure 4.I dominates the no

insurance distribution as illustrated by the first degree

stochastic dominance test in Figure 4.2. The cumulative

probabilities of progressively better outcomes under each

opt,ion hrere cal-culated to create the graph in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2

F i rst Degree Stochast i c Doml nance
1988 - Area lnsurance Vs No lnsurance
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The cumulatíve distribution of yield equi-valents without

insurance is always above the cumulative distribution of yield

equivalents with an area yield insurance program without

premiums. Therefore a more favourable outcome is always more

likely with an area yield insurance program funded entirely by

governments, compared to Èhe case of no insurance. Figure 4.2

illustrates first degree stochastic dominance.

First degree stochastic dominance (FSD) is not

particularly discriminating. If the two cumulative probability

distributions above crossed each other, FSD tests do not

indicate the preferred choice.

a.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6

Resu I t
O Area Yleld + No lnsurance
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4.4.2 Second Degree stochastic Dominance

The results of an area yield program compared to an

individual yietd program is shown in Figure 4.328.

Figure 4.3

Second Degree Stochast ic Domi nance
Frequency Dlstr ¡butlon

2
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Figures 4.4 and 4.5 will be used to illustrate a second

degree stochastic dominance test using the individual yield

insurance program and the area yield insurance shown in Figure

4.3. In second degree stochastic dominance tests, a risk

averse decision maker, who maximizes expected utility, is

assumed.

o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 't.2 1.4 1.6 1.e 2 2.2

Resu I t
E Area YIeld + lndlvldual Yleld

28 The X axis label-led trResultrt in these f igures is the
producerrs actual yield plus the payrnent from the program, ì-f any,
expressed as a proportion of the producerrs long term average yield
(LTAY) .
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Figure 4.4

Second Degree Stochast ic Domi nance
Cumulatlve Probabl I lty
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The cumulative probability distributions cross in Fi-gure

4.4, and as a result, first degree stochastic dominance tests
are not helpful. fn order to establ_ish second degree

stochastic dominance, the difference in the areas between the

two cumulative probability distributions before the area yieJ-d

j-nsurance program crosses the individual yield insurance

program must be greater than the difference between the two

areas under the cumulative probability distributions after
they cross. The differences between the two areas under the

cumulative probability functions are shown in Figure 4.5.
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Figure a.s

Second Degree Stochast I c Domi nance
Cumulattve Sum of D¡fferences
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Figure 4.5 illustrates the cumulatj-ve difference in the
areas under the two cumulative probabirity functions in Figure

4.4. The difference in the area under the cumulative
probability functions after they cross, is not great enough to
overcome the difference in areas before they cross. Because of
the assumption of diminishing marginar utility, it ís possible
to argue that the individual yield insurance prog:ram in this
example is unequi-vocally preferred over the area yield
insurance program. This is because the cumurative
probabilities of a better outcome at Iow yield l-evels using an

individuar yield insurance program is higher than the
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cumulative probabilities of a better outcome with an area

yield insurance program at correspondingly high yield levels.

Unfortunately second degree stochastic dominance test are

also limited. ff the area between the two distributions after

they cross is greater than the area before they cross, second

degree stochastic dominance tests can not be used to order or

establish a preference between two distributions. If the area

after they cross is greater than the area before they cross

then at some point the cumulative difference between the areas

turns negat.ive. If the cumulative difference between the two

areas does become negative, then the second distribution may

or may not be preferred to the first dj-stributj-on, depending

on the specific risk attitudes (i.e., the curvature of the

utility function) of the decision maker.

4.5 Àctuarial Soundness

The cost, of the insurance coverag'e is introduced in the

stochastic dominance tests. In Chapter Two, the possibili-ty

that the initial premiums charged for insurance coveragie under

the Livestock Feed Security Program might have underestimated

the actuarial cost of the program was discussed. In addition,

the premium rate structure of the actual- Cultivated Forage

Insurance Proqrarn differs markedly from the uniform rate used

in the Livestock Feed Security Program. In this study, the

actual terms of the Cultivated Forage Insurance Program rrere

altered to make the terms more closely resembLe those of the
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Livestock Feed Security Program, ie., the percentage of the

long term average yield at which payments started was eo%

rather than 7oZ. Given these modifications the existing rate

structure of the Cultivated Forage Insurance Progiram was not

appropriate.

Premium rates for both the Livestock Feed Security

Proqram and the Cultivated Foraqe Insurance Program t¡'lere

cal-culated so that the aggregate premiums collected between

1-984 and L988 hlere equal to the aggregate payments made

between 1-984 and 1988. Premiums for each producer hlere

calculated using identical premi-um rates.

4.6 Model Validation

A comparison of the payout to coverage ratios generated

from this model with the payout to coverage ratios predicted

by the Manitoba Crop Insurance Corporation, if the 80å option

had been available since L984, is presented in Tabl-e 4.2.

Tabl-e 4.22

A Comparison of Payout to Coverage Ratios

Year

L984

l-985

1_986

L987

l-988

rrPredictedrt From
Table 2.5
@ 80U Coverage

462

582

LZ

L7z

602

Results from current
approach
@ 80å Coverage

L6z

L8Z

3z

L49"

462
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Overall, the payout Èo coverage ratío under the current

approach is lower than the payout to coverag'e ratio predicted

by the Manitoba crop Insurance Corporation. Possible reasons

for the differences are: 1-) areas covered by the actual

program in 1984 and l-985 hrere different from the areas covered

in the simulation, and 2) the weight given to each area in

this simulation may differ from the actual situation, if there

T¡/ere proportionally more yields in the database compared to

the proportion of contracts actually signed in the areas, 3)

polygon boundaries rìrere used in the simulat,ion instead of

rnunicipal boundaries, 4) the simulation does not model native

hay claims.
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The objectives of the following chapter are to present

the results of the analysi-s. The second part of the chapter

focuses on whether an individual yield insurance program is

preferred to an area yield insurance program.

Chapter Five: Results

5.1 Differences Between Areas of IJFSP and Areas of No LFSP

Palments

One test of area homog:eneity is to identJ-fy areas of LFSP

payments, and areas of no LFSP payments and count the number

of yields in each area that were either above or below 80å of

the long term average yield (LTAY). If a yield was belot¡¡ 80å

of the LTAY it was counted as a loss. If it was above 8oå of

the LTAY it was counted as a rrno lossrr. The probabilities of

yield loss are compared in areas of LFSP payments and areas of

no LFSP payments.

A high probability of a loss in areas of LFSP payments,

combined with low probability of a loss in areas of no LFSP

payments indicates a sharp differentiation between areas of

LFSP payments and areas of no LFSP payments. If the

probability of a loss in areas of no LFSP payments is close to

the probability of a loss in areas of LFSP payments, then this

would indicate a serious lack of homogeneity in an area and a

lack of a clear differentiation between areas of LFSP payments

and areas of no LFSP payrnent.s.
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The results of these counts are shown in Table 5.1.

Between L984 and 1-988 ¡ 66eo of aII the yields in areas of no

LFSP payments \,\Iere above 80å of the LTAY, compared to 342 of

yietds that fel-I below 80å of the LTAY. In areas of LFSP

palrments, the probabilities $/ere almost exactly reversed, 32eo

of yields hrere above 80å of the LTAY, and 6eZ of yields h/ere

below 80? of the LTAY.

While there !ìrere differences between the probabilities of

Ioss in areas of LFSP payments and areas of no LFSP payments,

342 of yíelds were above the LTAY (no loss) in areas of LFSP

payrnents, and 322 of yields hlere below the LTAY (Ioss) in

areas of no LFSP payments. The probabilities change from year

to year. In 1-988, 602 of the yields in areas of no LFSP

payments rÁtere below 80å of the LTAY, compared to just 26å in

l_986.
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Year

L984

l_985

1986

L987

1988

conditional Probabilities
Table 5.1:

2335

5396

5664

631,9

7 6L7

L984 l-988

Areas of No LFSP
Payment

829 426
(662) (342)

1_880 1-053
(642) (362)

3803 1351_
(7 4z) (262)

2322 1-064
(6ez) (3Lz)
576 876
(4oz) ( 602)

L984
l_9 88

Between L984 and l-988 there r/ì/ere significant changes in

average provincial hay yields. In 1-986, the average provincial

hay yield was well above average. In l-988, it was well bel-ow

average. In Figure 5.1- the probabilities of losses in areas of

LFSP payments appear to be correlated with changes in the

average provincial hay yield. The line graph in Figure 5.1-

plots the averaçfe provincial hay yield. The bar qrraphs show

the probabilities of loss in areas of no LFSP payment and in

areas of LFSP payment.

27331-

Areas
Pa

of LFSP

6L7
(57e")

i_548
(632)
233

(462)

1_7L8
(5eå)

4873
(7ez)

94LO 4770
662\ (342

No Loss

463
(43e")

9 1_5

(372)

277
(542)

1-2L9
(4Lz)
]-298
(21"2)

8989
682.

4L72
322
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Figure 5.1

Probabi I ity of Loss & Average Provincial Hay
I n Areas of LFSP and of No LFSP Payment C1SB4 -

0.9

0.8

I
: 0.6

.o

^ U,f,

o
L
fL o.4

o.2
a4 85 86 A7 88

Year
l-lProbabi I ity of Loss in Areas of No LFSP Payment
IIIJJTI pron¡abi lity of Loss in Areas of LFSP Payments

The above average provincial hay yield in L986

corresponds \^rith the lowest probabilities of a yield being

below 80å of the LTAY in areas of LFSP payments and j-n areas

of no LFSP payments. In areas of LFSP payments, the

probability of a loss was 46å compared to 57e" to 79e" in other

years. Tn areas of no LFSP payments, the probability of a loss

was just 26Zt compared to probabilities that ranged between

3LZ and 6Oå in other years.

The highest probabilities of losses in areas of LFSP

payments, and in areas of no LFSP payments occurred in 1-988.

In areas of LFSP payments, the probability of a loss was 792.

In the period from 19A4 to L987, these same probabilities
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ranged between 46å and 632. fn areas of no LFSP payments, the

probability of a loss rose to 6oå. Ironically, the probability

of a loss in i-988, hras as high in areas of no LFSP payments,

as the probability of a l-oss in areas of LFSP payments between

19a4 and L987.

Table 5.1- and Figure 5.1 show that the probability of a

Loss was always higher in areas of LFSP payrnents than it was

in areas of no LFSP payments. fn l-986, for example, 46eo of

yields were belou¡ 80å of the LT.A,Y in areas of LFSP payments

versus 26eo in areas of no LFSP payments. In i-988, 792 of

yields were bel-ow B0å of the LTAY in areas of LFSP payments

versus 60Z in areas of LFSP paymenÈs.

The LFSP does not compare the losses in one area with the

losses in another area, and on the basis of which area was hit

worst decide which area receives the money avail-able. One

explanation for these results is that since there are more

yields closer to 80å in a year of glenerally J-ow yields, there

will be areas that just miss a payout, and if yields are

normally distributed more producers in areas of no LFSP

payments will just miss receivíng a payout.
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5 . 1. 4 Average lrosses

Average Loss in Areas of No LFSP Payments
and in Àreas of LFSP Payments

(Average Loss Expressed As A ProporÈion of
Long Tem Average Yields ILTAYs])

84

85

86

a7

8A

â.reas of No LFSP PaJments

Percentage
of Yields
Belos 802

Table 5 .2 z

34L

36I

26L

3Lit

60r,

Table 5.2 shows the averagie loss in areas of no LFSP

payments and the average loss in areas of LFSP paylnents. The

average loss in areas of no LFSP payments are consistently

lower than the average loss in areas of LFSP paylnents.

Hohrever, the differences bethreen the average loss in areas of

no LFSP payments and the average loss in areas of LFSP

payments are not all that large. There are greater differences

between the number of losses in areas of LFSP payments and the

number of losses in areas of no LFSP pa)rments. Still the

average loss in areas of no LFSP payments was almost as high

in L98B (0.338), as the average loss in areas of LFSP paylnents

in the period from 1,984 through to L987 (0.306 0.351-).

Areas of LFSP Pa¡ments

Percentage
Of Yields
3e1os 802

57 il

63',t

46't

59r,

7 9r.

Average Loss
Before
Pa)ment
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5.2 Loss Coverage

The next three tables compare the payments made by the

area yield insurance program (LFSP) t^rith losses in areas of

LFSP payments and losses in areas of no LFSP payments.

Total simulated losses in all areas of the province are

shown in column (a) of Table 5.3. AII losses Inlere calculated

as percentagres of the personrs LTAY. Therefore, losses on an

individual basis can range from o to 1. Individual losses can

not exceed l-, and as a result, total losses calculated can not

exceed the number of observations in the dataset. For

example, the total- Iosses shown in column (a) could not exceed

2t335 in 1-984 (the number of observations see Table 5.L)

Losses in areas of no LFSP payments are shown in column

(b), and losses in areas of LFSP payments are shown in column

(c) . The losses in column (b) plus the losses in col-umn (c)

equal the total losses in column (a). The proportion of total-

Iosses located in areas of no LFSP payment and in areas of

LFSP payments are shown in parenthesis in columns (b) and (c),

respectively.

fn L984 , 39.0å of aII l-osses calculated were in areas of

no LFSP payments and 61.0å were in areas of LFSP payments. In

1,986, 84.52 of losses were in areas of no LFSP payments,

compared to L5.5e" that r{rere in areas of LFSP payments. The

proportions of l-osses in areas of no LFSP payments and j-n

areas of LFSP payments in l-986 were almost exactly reversed in

1-988. Onty L2.5e" of losses in 1988 were in areas of no LFSP
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palrments, compared to 87.52 of losses in areas of LFSP

palrments. In L984, l-985 and L987 the proportion of total
losses located in areas of LFSP payments was fairly steady at

around 60Z.

The LFSP payments simulated by the model are shown in

column (d) of Table 5.3. Two different LFSP indemnity

schedules were used to calculate the LFSP payments. In the top

half of Tab1e 5.3, the indemnity schedule paid Leo for each 1-å

of 1oss. In the bottom half of Table 5.3 the indemnity

schedule paid 22 f.or each Le" of loss. The losses calcul-ated in
the first three columns are not altered by the indemnity

schedule used.

The effect of changing the rate at which j.ndemnities are

paid is to effectively double LFSP payments. In L984, for

example, LFSP payrnents jurnped from L92.8 to 384.1.

The magnitude of the LFSP payments compared to the losses

in areas of LFSP payments are shown in the percentages in

column (d). The percentages in column (d) hlere calculated by

dividing the total LFSP payments in column (d) by the losses

in areas of LFSP payments in column (c).

With the 2Z payout for every tZ l-oss the LFSP payments

are always greater than the losses calculated for areas of

LFSP payment,s. In l-988, the LFSP payments shown in the bottom

half of column (d) r¡/ere L7L.5Z of the losses calculated for
areas of LFSP payments (column (c) ). In L986, LFSP payments

were over two and a half times larqer than cal-culated losses.
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Year

Table 5.3
Loss Coverage

(Indivtdual Losses & Pal¡ments Expressed As A ProPortlort
Of P¡oducer's LTAYs & Then Smed Ove¡ AII

Producers )

(rn
PsrenÈhes ls )

84 309.1 L20.6 188.5 792.4

Total Losses Losses In Losses In LFSP
(a)

85 A37.A 331.7

86 464.A 392.7

a7 92L.O 318.8

Areas Of No Areas Of PaJ¡Eents Covered In Between LFSP

(34.67.) (65.47.) (72.9r) (3e.4/.) (33.47.)

88 236s.O 294.7 2066'A rA37.7 1332.9 504.8
Qz.s/,) (87.5U) (88'9X) (64.5r') <24'4r)

(b)

LFSP LFSP
Palments PeJ¡ments

(b/a)

(39.0'/,) (61 .02) (LO2.3r,) (49.4r) (s2.8r)

84 309.1 120.6

(c) (d)

(39.6't) (60.42) (e4.7'1) GL.aT.) (42.9/')

85 837.8 33L.7

(c/ a)

86 464.8 392.7

(84.s2) (15.52) (L29.52) (4e.u) (80.4u )

a7 9Zr.O 318.8 602.2 A69,7

506.1 479.tt

88 2363.0 294.7
,rr.tz, ,ïr.tr, <nL

@ne LFSP payments were larger than the losses

calculated for areas of LFSP payments, the payments do not

exactly correspond with the losses in these areas. Co1umn (e)

matches LFSP payments against calculated producer losses. The

percentages in column (e) hlere calculated by dividing the

l-osses covered by LFSP payments in column (e) by the losses in

areas of LFSP payment,s shor^¡n in column (c) .

(d/c)

72.r 93 . 4

If the LFSP paLd 2I for every 1l below 802

Losses Dlffe¡ence

602.2 ßa.9 237.5

(39.02) (61 .OZ) (2O3.8r,) (73.9'l) (r29.eT.)

(e)

Areas Of Pal¡ments &

LFSP Losses
Pal¡ments Cove¡ed
(e/c) (f.l c)

(39.62) (60.42) (189.02) (77.9r,) (LL1.ZT,)

93.2

(84 .51) ( 15 . sZ ) (258 .4r,) (7 4 .3)t!) ( 184 . 0Z )

188.5 384.1

(f)

262.2 2L7 .2

(34 .6'/.) (65 .4r) (144 .47,) ( 60 . 62 ) ( 83 . 92 )

506.1 956.8

35.4

72.7

99.6

Using an indemnity schedule of LZ for IZ, about half of

the losses in areas of LFSP payments v/ere covered by the LFSP

2066.8 3544.0 L793.4 1750.6

58.0

186.3

201 .4

139.3 244.8

394 .0 562.8

53.6

364 .7 505.0

L32.7
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palrments between L984 and L986. rn 1987, only 39.42 of the
losses were covered. rn i-9BB , 64.52 of the rosses v/ere

covered. Holr/ever, by using an indemnity schedule of 22 for 1,2

about three quarters of the l-osses in areas of LFSp payments

v/ere covered by the LFSP payments between L9B4 and j-996.

The coverage drops to 60.6? in L9g7, and. increases to 96.9å of
losses in areas of LFSP payments in 1988.

The difference between the LFSp payments and the losses
covered by the LFSP payments j-s shown in column (f). The

amounts in column (f) pJ-us the amounts in column (e) equal the
payments in corumn (d). The percentages in column (f) v/ere

calculated by divíding the amount in column (f) by the rosses

in areas of LFSP payments in column (c).
By increasing the rate at which payments are made (i.e,

from Lz to 2z), the area yield insurance program covers a

greater proportion of the losses in areas of LFSP payments.

Increasing the rate also increases payments to indivj_duals

whose losses r^¡ere not as bad as others in the area. rn fact,
a substantial proport,ion of the increased LFSP payment

resulting from the change in the indemnity schedule from Lz

for Aeo , to 22 f or 1_å goes to these individual_s.

rn l-988, for exampre, changing the indemnity schedure t,o
22 for lz, from rz for L2, increased the coverage of losses by

460.5, but, at the same tirne increased the difference between

the LFSP payments and the losses actually covered by those
palrments by L245.8, or over 300å.
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Table 5.4
Analysis of LFSP Payments

(Losses & PaJments Expressed es e Proportlon of LTAYs)

No Loss

(t)

84

85

86

a7

88

Loss

( ri)

463

915

277

L,2r9

I,298

a4

85

86

a7

88

Average
Loss
Before
Pel¡ments
( rlr)

6L7

L,548

233

1, 718

4,473

If the LFSP pald 12 for every 1Z below 802

463

915

277

t,219

L,294

Averege Percentege
Loss After Reductlon
Pej¡ments

( iv) (v)

0.306

o,327

0.309

0.351

o.424

Table 5.4 focuses on areas of LFSP payments. Table 5.4

and Table 5.5 are used to illustrate that there is a trade-off

between an expected gain in areas of LFSP payments and a

potential loss in areas of no LFSP payments, particularly v¡hen

a 2Z f or 1,2 indemnity schedule is used.

The averagie l-oss calculated before and after LFSP

payments, and the percentage reduction of loss are shov/n in

columns (iii v) of Table 5.4. Two possibilities are

considered when LFSP payments are greater than the individual
yield insurance payments (or producer loss). First, if yields

are beLow SOå of the LTAY, and if the area yield insurance

payments are greater than the individual yield insurance

payments, the differences between the area yield insurance
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6r7

1,548

233

L,7lA

4,473

ff the LFSP paLð. 2'1, for every 1l below 802

0.154

0.158

0.158

o.2\2

0.151

0.306

0.327

0.309

0.351

o.424

Average Average
Over PaJ¡menÈ
PaymenÈ On tllth No

Losses Loss
(vi ) (vrl )

49 - 47.

51 .42

49.1r,

39.4I

64 .5r,

0.080

o.o72

0.079

0.138

0.056

0.033

0.036

0.043

o.o22

0.046

73,g',t

77.97.

74.3L

60.6',t

a6.a't

0.171

o.L76

o.L73

0.134

o.215

0.140

0.155

0.158

0.104

o.246

0.341-

0.351

0.346

o.266

o .423



payments and the individual yield insurance payments are

summed, and divided by the number of yields below 8Oå of the

LTAY, to get the average shot.¡n in column (vi). Second, if
yields are greater than 80å of the LTAY, the differences

between the area yield insurance payments and the individual
yield insurance payments (always equal to zero because the

yields are greater than 80å of the LTAY) are summed, and

divided by the number of yields that are above 803 of the LTAY

in areas of LFSP payments, to get the average amounts shown in

column (vii).

Changing the indemnity schedule cut the average loss

after payments in hal.f (column v).. It also increased the

average over payment on losses (column vi), and the average

palrment with no losses (column vii). The numbers between L984

and 1-986 are remarkably consistent with each other. In l9A7

the numbers in columns (vi & vii) dip. They reach their

highest leveIs in 1-988. The average loss after payments

(column iv) are at their highest leveJ- in L987. They drop to

their lowest level in i-988. Notably, the average loss before

payments (colurnn iii) was highest i-n 1-988. The second highest

average loss before payments was in 1-987.
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Table 5.5

Expected Gains
(Expected Gelns Ê Averages Losses Are Expressed Âs A

Proportion of LTAYs)

Areas of LFSP Paynents

No Loss Loss

(1) (ri)

84

85

86

a7

88

0.073

0.065

0.094

0.055

0.045

84

85

86

a7

88

Expected Geln
Irr Areas of
LFSP Pajment.s

If the LFSP patd 1l for every 1Z belov 801

0.146 0.034

0.130 0.052

0.180 0.036

0.110 -o.o20

0.089 0.150

.Average
Los s

l rv)

Tab1e 5.5 illustrates the trade-off between a potential
loss in areas of no LFSP payments, and an expected gain in
areas of LFSP payments. Columns (i) through (iii) calculat,e

the expected gain in areas of LFSP payments resulting from the

Livestock Feed Security Program. Column (i) of Table 5.5 was

calcul-ated by rnultiplying the average LFSP payment received by

producers r¡/ith yields higher than 8OU of the LTAY (column

(vii) of Tabl-e 5.4), by the proportion of yields in areas of

LFSP payments that r,\rere greater than 80å of the LTAY. Co1umn

(ii) was calculated by first, subtracting the average

overpayment made to producers v/ith yields below 80å of the
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If the LFSP paLð, 2'l for every 1Z below 802

Averege
Expected
Loss
(v)

-0.283

-0,315

-o.291

-0.300

-0.338

Overall Expected Gain

Colm (11I) + Colm
(v) l.reishted 3y The
Nmber of Ylelds In
Each Area

0.180

o.La2

o -216

0.090

o.239

-0.283 -0.096

-0.315 -0.1 13

-o.29L -O -076

-0.300 -0.094

-0.338 -O.204



LTAY (column (vi) Tab1e 5.4) from the average loss after
payments (colunn (iv) Table 5.4) and then, second, multiplying

the difference by the proportion of yield.s in areas of LFSP

payments that hrere less than 80? of the LTAY. Columns (i) and

(ii) hrere added together to get column (iii). Column (iii)

represents an expectation of a producerrs gain in areas of

LFSP payments.

With a Lå for Lå indemnity schedule a producer in an area

of LFSP payments v¡hose yield was below 80å of the LTAY could

not expect to be entirely compensated for the loss (column

ii). on the other hand, a producer whose yield was above 80å

of the LTAY coul-d expect a modest benefit from the program

(column i) . rn 1984, L986 and L987 more producers urere

overcompensated than undercompensated. In L985 and 1-988 more

producers r^rere undercornpensated than overcompensated (column

iii) .

Using a 2Z for tZ indemnity schedule a producer in an

area of LFSP payments whose yield was below 80? of the LTAY

coul-d expect to be entirely compensated for the loss except in

L987. Producers whose yield was above 80å of the LTAY could

expect a significant benefit from the program. Overal1, |'he 22

for LZ indemnity schedule qave producers in areas of LFSP

palrments a significant benefit. rn L9a7 the benefit, r,'ras not

quite as high.

Producers in areas of no LFSP payments were not as well
off. Columns (iv) and (v) of Table 5.5 are used to calculate
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the expected loss in areas of no LFSP payments. Column (iv) is
the average loss in areas of no LFSP payments. Co1umn (v) is
calculated by multiplying the averag:e loss in colurnn (iv) by

the proportion of yields in areas of no LFSP payments that
were below 8Oå of the LTAY. The average expected loss in areas

of no LFSP payments s¡as quite high in 1-988 compared to the

average expected losses before 1-988.

By weighting the results in column (iii) and (v) by the

proport,ions of yields located in areas of LFSP payments and in

areas of no LFSP payments, a general impression of the

importance of the benefits in areas of LFSP payments and the

Iosses in areas of no LFSP payments may be gained. The overall

expected gain is shown in the last column.

With the LZ for LZ indemnity schedule, the mathematical

expectation is that the losses in areas of no LFSP payments

outweigh the benefits in areas of LFSP payments. Using a 22

for 1"2 indemnity schedule, the mathematical expectation is
that the benefits in area of LFSP payments outweigh the losses

in areas of LFSP payments in l-984, L985 and l-988.

In l-988, there were relatively few yields or losses that

vrere not in areas of LFSP payments (see Tabl-e 5.1) . The

expected gain in areas of LFSP payments was therefore weighted

heavily in the average in the last column of Table 5.5.

Despite the large average loss in areas of no LFSP payments,

producers overall realized a significant benefit from the LFSP

Payments -
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In L986, oil the other hand, there r,r¡ere few yields in

areas of LFSP payments and most losses were in areas of no

LFSP payments (see table 5.1-). The large benefit expected in

areas of LFSP payments did not form a large part of the

averaqe in the last column.

5.3 second Degiree Stochastic Dominance Tests

The results of the second degree stochastic dominance

tests for preferences are presented in this section. The

question asked is whether the distributions resulting from the

individual yield insurance program are preferred over the

distributions resulting from an area yield insurance program?

The distributions necessary for these tests were created

by expressing each yield as a percentage of the long term

average yield and adding the payout made by each of the

insurance programs. The costs of the program are introduced by

subtracting the premium rate from each producerts yield. The

resulting distributions reflect trade offs between cost,

returns from the program and the targeting of returns from the

program with producer losses.

The following graphs plot the cumulatj-ve difference in

the areas under the cumulative density distributions created

for an individual yield insurance program and an area yield

insurance program. In the first graph (Figure 5.2), the area

yield insurance pays 2Z for LZ, and the individual yield

insurance pays LZ for LZ.
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Figure 5.2
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The pattern illustrated in Figure 5.2 is typical of the

pattern found in the tests of second degree stochastic

dominance performed in this study. The cumulative difference

rises (favouring indívidual yield insurance) at first, and

then begins to fa11 (favouring area yield insurance) at higher

yield levels. The individual yield insurance dominates area

yield insurance at low yields for two reasons. First, it
reflects losses in areas of no LFSP payments that hrere covered

by the individual yield insurance program which were not

covered by LFSP payments. Second, it refl-ects losses in areas

of LFSP payments that l¡¡ere not completely covered by the LFSP

payment. The dominance of the individual yield insurance

program is eroded at higher yield l-evels because the LFSP

makes larger payments (relative to individual yield insurance
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program payments) to producers with yields that were either

above the LTAY, or hrere better than other yields in the area.

The individual yield insurance program dominated the area

yield insurance program in L986 and L987. The overall expected

gain from the LFSP ü/as negative even with the 22 for LZ

indemnity schedule in these two years (see Table 5.5). Second

degree stochastic dominance of the individual yield insurance

program is not established in L984, 1-985 or l-988. The

difference between the area under Èhe individual yield

insurance program and the area under the area yield insurance

program, after the two cumulative density distributions cross,

is greater than the difference in the areas under the

distributions before the distributions cross. As a result, the

Iines showing the cumulative sum of differences between the

area and the individual cumulative density dístributj-on for
these years in Figure 5.2 drop below zero.

overal-l, the individual yield insurance program may be

preferred to the area yield insurance program in Figure 5.2,

or vice versa. The ability of second degree stochastj-c

dominance tests to establish an overall preference (i.e., not

just in a particular year) by all risk averse producers for

one program over the other j-s greatly reduced in a rnultiperiod

studyzg when the dominance of one program can not be

2e See Jeffrey and Eidman (l-:gg2) for a discussion of the
conditions necessary for stochastic dominance in a multiperiod
framework. Generally, dominance for each variable (year) is
necessary and suffi-cient for overall dominance by FSD or SSD.
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established in each and every year

5.3.1 Including Premiums

Figure 5.3
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lndividual versus Area Yield lnsurance

In Figure 5.3, the costs of the proqrams have been

charged to producers in form of a uniform prernium rate30.

Premium costs add an important new dimension to the problem,

since higher payments resul-t in higher premiums which have to
be paid each year, not just in the year(s) of higher payouts.

A1l the parameters used for Figure 5.2 are unchanged. The area

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

A.ea - 29S for 1% below 80%
Premiure arê Includêd.

30 Producers are charged the full- premium rate. In actual fact
the producer pays half of the premj-um and governments pay the other
half . If the premium rates r¡rere cut in half the dif f erences in the
costs of various options woul"d also be cut in half. If only half of
the premium rate were used, the ful-l- difference in the cost of the
other option would not be reflected in the stochastic dominance
tests.
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yield insurance used a 22 for LZ indemnity schedule, and the

individual yield insurance used a 1-eo for Leo indemnity

schedul-e.

The costs of the individual yield insurance program and

the area yield insurance program are very similar. The premium

rate for the individual yield insurance program is 22.62. The

premium rate for the area yield insurance program is 2:-..72

vtith the prerniums included, individual yield insurance

domj-nates the area yield insurance program in three out of the

five years (1985, 1-986 and L987). In 1-984 and 1988, the two

years in which stochastic dominance is not established, the

difference between the two areas under the area yield

insurance and the individual yield insurance narrohrs compared

to the differences in the areas before premiums h¡ere included

(Figure 5.2).
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5.3.2 The Importance of the fndennity gchedule

The next two figures illustrate the importance of the 2å

for 1-å indennity schedule used in the Livestock Feed Security
program. The premium rates required are summarized bel-ow.

Using a Lå for l-å indemnity schedule, the premium rate for the

area yield insurance program is quite low. If the Livestock

Feed Security Program used a 22 for Lå indemnity schedule, the

cost of the area yield insurance program and the individual
yield insurance program would be very similar.

Program

Area

Area

fndividual

Indemnity

Schedule

LZ LZ

2eo 1-z

LZ LZ

Area yield j-nsurance indemnity schedule of LZ for 1,2

In Figure 5.4 the indernnity schedule for the LFSP is Leo

payment, for each LZ loss. With this indemnity schedule, the

individual yield insurance program is stochastically dominant

over the area yield insurance program in i-999. In l_996, the

individual yield insurance proqram may or may not be preferred

to the area yield insurance program.

Premium

Rates

L2.32

21-.72

22.62

Area yield insurance indemnity schedule of 22 for LZ.

In Figure 5.5 the indemnity schedule used by the
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Livestock Feed security Program paid 22 for each Lå. lvith the

Livestock Feed security Program using this ind.emnity schedule,

the individual yield insurance program is stochasticalty
dominant over the area yield insurance program in i_986, but

not in l-988. Changing the indemnity schedule causes a reversal
in the ordering of the area yield insurance program and the

individual yield insurance progiram in l-996 and l-988.

Vühy does the individual yield insurance program show

second degree stochastic dominance over an area yield
insurance program that uses a Lz for l-? indemnity schedule in
l-988, and not one using a 2eo for LZ indernnity sched.ule? One

reason is there is improved coverage of losses with individual-
yield insurance and second, there is not enough weight

(because of lower payments) at higher yield levels to overcome

the initial advantage of the individuar yield insurance

program at Iow yield levels. When the area yield insurance

program uses an indemnity schedule of 22 for LZ, there is
enough weight at higher yield revers to overcome the advantage

of the individual yierd insurance program at low yierd revels,
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Figure 5.4
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The higher payouts with a 2Z for IZ indemnity schedule

are reflected in higher premi-um costs that affect the

stochastic dominance tests particularly ín 1-986. The increased

costs of the area yíetd insurance program that uses a 22 for

IZ indernnity schedule, rather than a IZ for Leo indemnity

schedule is reflected in the relative position of l-986 in the

two figures. At 22 for LZ, the premium cost of an area yield

insurance is almost as large as the premium cost of an

individual yield insurance program. There tlere few areas of

LFSP payments in l-986, and most of the fosses covered by the

individual yield insurance program T¡rere not covered by the

area yield insurance program. vüith similar costs and lower

payouts, the area yield insurance program was dominated by the

individual yield insurance program in 1-986.

At L? for 1-å, oh the other hand, the premium cost of the

area yield insurance program ulas substantially less than the

premium cost of an individual- yield insurance program. In

L986, the lower premium cost of an area yield insurance

program using a Leo for LZ indemnity schedule adds enough

weight at higher yield levels to erode the dominance of the

individual yield insurance program at lower yield leve1s.
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Fígure 5.6
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The stochastic dominance tests have been based on a year

by year comparison of two programs. rt has not been evident
whether overall, one program tends to dominate the other. An

alternative to satisfying the criteria for murtivariate
stochastic dominance may be to combine the multiple attributes
into a single outcome and apply a univariate criterion3l. rn
Figure 5.6, the five years between L9B4 and j-9gg are treated
as one period. This hides the multivariate nature of the
problem by eliminating the temporal separation32 of yierds,
payouts and premiums. ssD tests are used to compare the
resulting distributions.

-Top 
- ¡nd¡v¡dual Vs Nc lnsuran.ê Mlddle

-Bottom 
- Area Vs llo lnsurance

Area 2% fo. 196, ¡ndiv¡dua¡ 1% fo. 1%.
Paêm¡ure are Iñcluded.

D r fferences
'1S84 to '1988

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0_9 1.,1,1.3 1.5 I
Resu I t

7 'l .9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2-1 2.9

- lndivldual Vs Area

31 See Jeffrey and Eidman (1-gg2), pp, Lgg. For exampler êswealth is a function of income in succesèlve periods, compãrisons
may be based on the resulting distributions of wealth at thê end ofthe time frame.

probabilit,ies) to another event (or set of probabilit.ies) .
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Three pairs of distributions are compared with each other

in Figure 5.6. The top line illustrates the cumulative

difference between the individual yield insurance progiram and

no insurance. The line in the middre shows the cumulative

difference between the individual yield insurance program and

the area yield insurance program. The bottom line shows the
cumulative differences between the area yield insurance

program and no insurance.

As shown in Figure 5.6, the individual yield insurance

program, dominates no insurance and the area yield insurance

program. No insurance, on the other hand, has a stight
advantage over area yield insurance at very low yield levels.
5.3.3 Accounting For Lower Coverage Levels

Up to this point, it has been assumed that yields are

unaffected by increasing the coverage level- avail-able under an

individual yield insurance program to goz, from 7oz. Advocates

of area yield ínsurance contend that the reductj-on of program

abuse alLows increased coverage leve1s. rncreasing the

coverage to 80å in an individual yíeId insurance program may

therefore result in increased program abuse, with the result
that the necessary premiums are underestimated in this model.

To test the benefits inplied in this trade-off, the

indemnity schedule of the individual yield insurance program

was changed to pay 0.752 for every az decline below 7oå of the

individualrs LTAY. The area yierd j-nsurance program contj-nued

Eo pay 22 for every aZ decline below BOå of the area LTAY.
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Figure 5.7
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Figure s.7 is identical to Figure s.6, except for the
change in the individual yield insurance indemnity schedule.
The top line illustrates the cumulative difference between the
individual yield insurance program and no insurance. The line
in the middle is the cumulative difference between the
individual- yield insurance program and the area yie1d.

insurance program. The bottom line j_s again the cumulative
difference between the area yield insurance program and no

l-nsurance.

Despite the lower coverage,
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insurance program is nearly able to maintain its stochastic
dominance over the area yield insurance program. rn addj-tion

to the better targeting of payouts, the premium rate is much

rower for the individuat yield ínsurance program at a l_ower

coverage lever (9.92) compared to the premium rate (21,.7e")

required for the area yield insurance.
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6.1 Statenent of the problen

The theoretical case for insurance (the basis for a

mutually beneficiar contract betv¡een the insurer and the

insured) rests on the ability of an insurance company to
reduce uncertainty. To be an effective means of reducing

uncertaintY, the payments made under an insurance program must

be reasonably correlated with changies in the producerrs income

stream. With an area yield insurance program, like the

Livestock Feed Security Program, the correlation of the
payrnents made by the program with changes in the producerts

income stream could be a problem.

Chapter Síx: Conclusion

6.2 Objectives

The objectives of this study were to measure the

correspondence of payments made by an area yield insurance

program with producer losses, and test whether a preference

for an individual yield insurance program could be establ-ished

over an area yield insurance program for a risk averse

producer. rf a preference for an individual yield insurance

program can be established problems are indicated with the

correspondence of the payments made by the area yield
insurance program and producer losses.

Payments made by the Livestock Feed security program

between L984 and t-988 Ì¡rere simulated and compared with
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individual yield insurance payments. Stochast,ic dominance v/as

used to establish producer preferences. Numerical analysis
provided additional insight into the rerative benefits of the

two program designs.

6.3 Results

fn a test of area homogeneity, demarcatj_on of areas and

the representativeness of the yield measurements, this study

found a higher number of losses in areas of LFSp payrnents than

in areas of no LFSP payments, and that losses on average \,rrere

greater in areas of LFSP payments, than they rÂrere in areas of
no LFSP payments. Nevertheless, there were a significant
number of losses in areas of no LFSP payments.

The study identified the location and magnj_tude of
Iosses, and compared the payments made by the area yield
insurance prograrn with individual losses. The study found that
3oz of producer rosses hrere in areas where the LFsp did not
pay. In areas where the LFSP did pay about 432 of producer

losses were not matched by a LFSP payment if the LFSP used a

22 payout for each 1"2 of loss. rf the indemnity rate l¡as

increased to 2å payout for each i-å of loss, the proportion of
producer losses not covered is reduced to ZOZ.

On the other hand, 362 of all the LFSp payrnents were not

matched to a 1oss33 when the LFSp used a Lz for Lz indemnity

33 rf LFSP payments exceeded individuat yield i-nsurance
program paYments, LFSP palnnents were not considered to be matched.
against producer losses.
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schedule, and 54u of the LFsp payments T¡/ere not matched to a

loss when a 2Z for LZ indemnity schedule was used.

Even though 2oz of producer losses were not covered. by

payments with a 22 f or 1-z indernnity schedule, prod.ucers in
areas of LFSP payments on average could expect much Ìarger
payments from the area yield insurance program than they couLd

have expected from an individual yield insurance program. over

all the areas considered, the cumulative payouts made by the

LFSP with a 22 for L2 indemnity schedure were about equal to
the individual yield insurance payments. This is known because

the premium rates hrere almost the same. creating'an expected

gain in areas of LFSP payments given similar cumuLatj_ve

payouts was possibre only because producers in areas of no

LFSP payments with yield losses rìrere not compensated.

Stochasti-c dominance tests vrere used to test the
preference for the individual yield insurance program over the
area yield insurance program. The pattern of the stochastic
dominance tests illustrated the benefits of an area yierd
insurance program. The individual yield insurance rras dominant

at Iow yield levers, but the dominance vras eroded at high
yield levels due to the area average program's propensity to
pay individual producer simply because they resj-ded in a

payout area. rn other words the area program paid at yields
the individual program would not have paid at. levels at which

an individual yield insurance program would not pay. The

stochastic dominance tests graphically irlustrates that an
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area yield insurance prog'ram shifts payouts ah¡ay from

producers with low yields.

rf the years between L9B4 and 1989 are treated as one

periodr ân individual yield insurance program that offers
similar coverage levels to an area yield insurance program is
preferred. I^iith a lower coverag'e level for individ.ual yierd
insurance, it is not clear which program is preferred.

Neverthelessr ân individuat yierd insurance program was

not shown to be preferred to an area yierd insurance program

at all times. fn l-988, for example, the second degree

stochastic dominance tests could not estabrish a preference

for the individual yield insurance program over an area yiel-d

insurance program that used a zz for lz indemnity schedule.

This did not, result from roughly equivalent targeting of
payments compared to an area yield insurance program but
rather because the payrnents made by the area yield insurance

program r¡¡ere larger than the payments from the individual
yierd insurance program. vüithout Eh.e 22 for l-å feature in the
area program, individuar yield insurance rì/as shown to be

stochastically dominant in l-988.

one of the attractions of an area yietd insurance program

is the possibilíty that payments may be much higher than would

be the case if such paymenÈs hrere calculated on the basis of
the producerrs own yierd loss. Higher coverage levels and an

increased leveI of payments may be essential features if
producers are to be attracted to an area yield insurance
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program.

6.4 Statement of Conclusions

Individual yield insurance has a clear advantage over

area yield insurance in targeting payments to producers ¡r¡ith

low yields. A significant possibility of no payment from an

area yield insurance program !,¡as found. As a result, it is
possible that the lack of correspondence between LFSP payments

and producer losses may have been a significant factor reading

to the decline in participation in the Livestock Feed security
Program.

Substantial drops in participatíon emerged at a time when

premium rates started to increase and when payouts from the
program in i-986 and L987 were not large enougrh to create an

overall expectation of a gain from partícipating in the
program

If higher coverage level-s and improved benefits are

necessary to attract producers to an area yield insurance

program who pays for those increased benefits if the producer

is less willing to pay the full actuarial cost of the

benefits? Problems targeting payments may change the entire
framework the decision maker works under from risk red.uction

to gambling that future windfalls witr compensate for the

uncompensated losses (i.e, that a higher expected income wiLl
compensate for the higher income variance). rf the program is
actuarially fair in the sense that premiums overall equal
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payouts, then either some producers must get more than they

paid in (if producers get back what they paid in, expected

income is unchanged) r or the government subsidy is higher, or

both.

Savings in program abuse are created by an area yield
insurance program because each individual producer is
uncertain about the program benefits and hence does the best

job possible with the available resources. This uncertainty
also means that important advantages of insurance are 1ost.

The possibility of an uncompensated loss under an area yield
program could mean that additional steps or costs are

necessary to reduce the potential consequences of adverse

outcomes. As a result, potential program benefits like lower

borrowing costs or improved resource utilization (lolver forage

inventories) are reduced.

VÍhile area yield insurance is one alternative to dealing

with program abuse, it is not the only alternative. Adjusting

coverag'e leveIs and premiums is another possibility that
retains individual targeting of payouts.

6.5 Linitations of the Study

Several- important assumptions and simplifications hrere

made that place limitations on the analysis in this study. The

first is that the cal-culations using the long term average

yields (LTAYs) borrowed from the cultivated. Forage rnsurance

Program actually reflected the producerrs loss. The
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probability that the LTAYs actually reflected producer losses

would increase if they reflected the producerrs expected.

yield, or in other words that the probability of a yield above

the expected yield hras equal to the probability of a yield
below the expected yield.

In the stochastic dominance tests each producer was

assumed to have no greater tendency to end with a windfalL or

a loss ttran the frequencies of occurrence shown for the

province. This assumed that the probability and the magnitude

of the payments made by the area yield insurance program hrere

no greater in one area of the province than they v¡ere j-n

another. Obviously if the probabilj-ty of a payment is greater

in one area of the province than it, is in another then at a

less aggregated level the stochastic dominance tests may look

somewhat different.
Administrative costs and the costs associated with

program abuse are not modeled.

The insurance of native hay yields is an important aspect

of the Livestock Feed security Program. Native hay claims are

not modeled and therefore a significant aspect of the

Livestock Feed Security Program is not part of this study.

The same premiurn rate was charged for indÍvidual yield
insurance coverage across the province. In reality, premÍum

rates will be higher or lower than this uniform rate depending

on the area of the province.

The long term average yields calculated in this study for
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the Livestock Feed Security Progiram may differ from the actual

long term averagie yields used in the program.

6.6 Further Research

Debates between area yield insurance programs and

individual yield insurance programs have been or are based on

stories or feelings about the magnitude of the costs

associated with program abuse. WhÍle the data requirements and

specifications necessary to isolate these costs are probably

formidable, a methodological or theoretical approach to the

problem of quantifying these costs may be very helpful.
Further research is needed on the efficiency and the

effectiveness of public expenditures in area yield insurance

programs versus individual yield insurance programs.
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